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PTEMBER 19, 1984

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Fall Conference
f'iley State Park

.•••

#
United Press International

of the Terenti
- eth
no longer pictured as the
led tea -sipping lady of
.e is the hardest ,sorking
her community says
Won, who is auterested in
aonrships. teaching adcad and Ante, keeping
in school. securing cultntages, improving their
es by manning recrealiters, libraries, chinas.
Oat the welfare of other,
an in her mind, at the
concentrating on build individuals. One hundred
ti Kentinky claim thene
Malian,

• It Js Adair To
Live ro Pathway
• Statititics Show
US Public Health Service as part
of the Government'a annual bital
statistics survey
The findings are of special interest because of the gathering in
Chicago in a few weeks of safety
experts from all over the country
For the local resident, the hazard.; for tne National Safety Congress
are fewer. He is lens likely to beDurmg the year ending January
come involed in an accident — fatal
1Contintaed on Page 3) .
or otherwise -- than elsewhere, the
iatest statistics show.
(Special to the Ledger & Times)
NEW YORK, Sept 19 --- From
the standpoint of safety. it is far
better to be living in Calloway than
in moat either places in the United
States

Mrs. Lowry Is
Speaker For
Mayfield Club

The general accident record locally is viewed in comparison with
the records of other conwnumties.
It is based on data compiled by the

1

Mrs C C Lowry. third vice-president of the Kentucky Federation
of Women's CI41. was the speaker
at the first fail meeting of the
'Mayfield Woman's Club held at the
Steak House on Thursday. September 17
The Murray woman spoke on the
theme. "Stars At Your Fingertips'.
She said "our mission is to grasp
them In our hands and snake them
shine brightly One facet of the
from Public Affairs star is our citizen-
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4. Around
I MURRAY
Be. E. J. &metier
Princeville, Ohio
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In Our 85th Year

Murray Population 10,100
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.VC Confereruse CommitPrentonneirg and Pike'repairing for more than
s and club members.

WINNER—Youngest
t ever to win the
'lest prize in the
Bake-Off is Janis
7, Melbourne, Fia.„
days her winning
say Pie" at the condiami Beach, Fla.

[

Largest
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

eoted by Kathryn S. Fran
entertlain at the lunche 22nd, These young peon sons and daughters- of
of the Princess Elk/loan
many. They have made 9,
ratites in Cincinnati, Cold Chicago.
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Patrol Mother Is
Hired To Work In
Douglas School Area

Dr. Hancock
Heads Drive
On Courthouse

Mr. Bob Grogan Is
Honored Saturday On
His 90th Birthday

College High
PTA Has First
eel Of Year

Bob Dick Grogan was honored at
Mrs. William Hornbuckle has been
a dinner held Saturday at „noon at
employed by the city HA a Petrol
the home of his dauahter, Mrs.
Mother to work in the vicinity of
Burton Young, in celebration of his
Douglas Elementary School.
90th
be hbirthday
16
She was employed last week folwhich was Septetnlowing an interview with Mayor
Dr. Hunter Haricook, Professor
The Murray College High School
Mr. Grogan is the son of the PTA held its first meeting of the
Holmes Ellis and City Counnlinan of Ilichgy at Murray State ColCharles Mason Baker, chairman of lege and a prime mover in the M- Isle Mr. and Mrs. Dick Groean and *hoot year Thursday. September
the grandson of the late Mr and17, at the school with Maurice
the council Police, Committee.
eal historical society's interest
Her duties will be to assist school the old court house, has aceelleMS Mrs. James Grogan He was born Christopher. president, presiding
children in crossing North Second the chairmanship of the cannallt- in 1874 and was married to the
Mrs Christine Parker of the maStreet safely and to slow traffic tee for its restoration. Because of former Flora B Stubblefield. Mouth- ; thematies department of Murray
in the area of the school During the pia ssare of unforeseen region- ter of the late Mr and Mrs Mad- State College, presented a most in the last school year a student was siAlities Dr Frank Steely Meted non Stubblefield. on December 29. formative and interesting illu.strastruck by an automobile, but not that he appreciated Dr. Han000kn 1898 They will be married 66 years tive talk on the View Approach to
willinaneei to succeed hint in this this December.
Injured seriously.
Math" She described the new meThe Grogan couple reside at I thod of teaching "why" certain facts
The move was taken by the Mur- neation
their
small
county
farm
CotTo this point the city and
near Cherry
ray City Council in an effort to
I in arithmetic are so and explained
the ner on Murray Route Five. Mai the new terminology used in the
purchased
maintain the city's safety record government have
In regard to school children. At building and moved it to a spot Grogan stilt enjoys gardening. hunt- I new method.
the present time city police are on Chestnut Street between Use new Ing television and radio He doesn't
An appropriate opening sketch on
stationed at Ninth and Main, 13th. Murray State College Maintenance see too sell to read, but does read 'Autumn" was depicted by poetry
Building
lend
and Main and WtIliarria and Main
the shopping (..mtor, the county newspaper each day
and songs by Mrs Got& Waters'
Mr and Mrs. Grogan re both sixth grade Leonard Whilmer led
each morning and evening Chief In moving the structure it was of
of Police Burman Parker usually down bacteard and will ha= members of the Seventh and Pop- in group singing.
lag Church of Christ and still atcruises in the area of the schools at, be turned around when the
New PTA officers and chairman
the same time,
merit for doing (tug can be engaged. tend quite regularly They are the were introduced by the president
Mrs Hornbuckle will be issued I This tact has delayed the begin- parents of four soin. Leon. Mellon. as follows: Mrs. Christopher. coand Cleo of Murray. Bobby of president; Mr and Mrs Don Robins policewoman's uniform and will liaret of work on Its restoration.
have the authority to nine traffic
Several private citizens have con- Louisville, and three daughters. son.
cce
-prr
sev e.estirde
oh
y t : mMrs
Mrs
iviavis
lv
tickets to offenders The uniform tributed
'the restoration fund Mr, M. 0 Wrather and Mrs. HorJoe
will be a shade of blue and will be and various groups have been con- ton Young of Murray and Mrs. Leon Dortch. treasurer: Mrs. Don Robworn with a white shirt and cross- tacted and have show n interest. Dr. Smith of Atlanta. Ga One daugh- Insets, program; Mrs. Jesse L. Johnover tie The hat is similar to a Steely has presented the needs of ter, Jessie Fay Grogan. died De- son. membership: Mrs Joe West.
Navy woman's hat, with turned up the project to the Geneological So- eernber 29. 1920
magazine: Mrs James Fee. health
They have ten grandchildren and and safety. Mrs. Charles Obert,
brim The hat is blue also with a ciety, the D A R. and the Murray
white top She will be issued a rain- Wornans Club Profewor WtHn four greet grandchildren Mr Oro- recreation: Mrs. Ralph Temeneer.
coat and an overcoat also Mrs Miller has been working on the gan earned to exprens his thanks hospltahly: Capt. Jim Perkins. pipNorribuckle will be at (he school matter at Calloway County High and appreciation to his friends for linty,
during the times children are going School where the student council the many cards, gilts, and telephone
Vernon Shown, director of Colto and from the school
a undertaking a fun-raising project nall he has received
nee High, was introduced and then
She is the wife of William Horn- in Its behalf 1. Pi ofeenor Don Pace
Present for the dinner on Satur- introduced the faculty members
buckle. makeup man at the Ledger G introducing the subject at Mgr- day at the Young home were Mr
The fall conference of the First
and Times and has three children ray College High. and Mrs Clara and Mrs Bob Dick Graven, Mr District PTA at North Marshall
at Douglas Elementary.
and Mrs C R Stubblefield Mrs High School October 6 was anWalrop Griffin at Murray High
Mrs Hornbuckle is the first colCounty Attorney James Overby is Eunice Grubbs. Errett Grogan. Mrs. nounced
ored person to be hired in a police treasurer of the Ress,onation Coin- George Grogan. Mr and Mrs. Leon
Mrs Ralph Tenseneer. Mrs Paul
capacity as well as the first woman mktee and anyone desiring to con- Grogan. Eddie Groiran. Mr. ,and Lynn. and Miss Sue Fairlew had
to be hired
Mrs N. 0 Wrather Mr and Mrs. charge of the Aortal hour Mrs.
tribute should contact tin tenor.
Melvin Grogan, Isaac Grogan. Mr. Vernon Shown presided at the
and Mrs Leon Smith of Atlanta, punch bowl and Mrs Christopher
Ga
Mr and Mrs Bobby Grogan served coffee firm the beautifully
and children. Gary and Jennifer, arranged table
af Louisville, Mr and ldrs. Ohm
- —
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Local Lions To
Observe 25th
Anniversary
The Murray Lions Club will observe its 25th anniversary tomorrow night with a meeting at 7 -00
pm. in the Student Union Building on the Murray State College
campus
The local club WAS sponsored by
the Fulton Lions Club in 193$.
Principal speaker for the event
will be • Past Lions International
president Finis Davis of Louisville.
Mr Davis has served Lions International as first nice-president. :second vice-president, and third vicependent and was president of Lions
International for the year 1960-61.
He served as chairman of the Executive Council of the Board of
Governors from 1953-54 and in 1954
he served a -two year term as International Director.
Rob ,Ray. President
He is a key member and a past
-Deputy District Governor and DisMurray Lion, Club
trict Governor, Mr. Davis holds the
Extension Award, 100 per cent Lhn
trict Governor's Award. the International _President's Award, and is
an Ambassador of Good Will,
Mr Davis is a former superintendent of the Arkansas School for
the Blind and a Past Director of
EDWARDS AFB. Calif "UP!) — the American Association of InstrucThe revolutionary X-B-70 -winged tors of the Blind He was ch.airman
nuseile" made in historic maiden of the United States Delegation to
flignt today to become the world's the World Conference of Educators
first forerunner of future supersonic of Blind Youth in 0610, Norway in
1967 and was named a member of
airliners to take to the sky
the Executive Council of the InFlames gushed from the under- ternational Conference of F.dia. at carriage as the wheels of the X- ors of Blind Youth At the present
13-70 toudied the handing strip but time he is vice-president and Get,.
were fanned out by the time Wu a S. ILinage'r of the *minicab Printplane name to a nem on the aun- mg House for the Blind in Louisties'
iille
A number of dignitaries are exThe triple-sonic six-jet ship. one
pected to attend including Snot
of the most controversial Maims
Lion Secretary Roy Cnywood of
ever built and aviattione heeviest
Lexington and Governor of Menet
aircraft, swept over the Momse on
43-K Dr Ellis M Day of Owensboro
• brief but cructal one hour and
Local lions will have their woes
five minute teat hop
as their guests
Joe Pat James, mune:bete past
Officials of the Air Porn- and
North 41555.3.54a Astattoa builder District Governor and A local deleof the X-B-70 hailed the ,uortais- gation of Lions will meet Mr Davis
tul maiden flight as the first step at the airport in Paducah and escort
in the development of future super- him to Murray tomorrow afternoon.
aortic aulaners that .111 dash armee,
tn. nation in only 90 minutes.
As the X -B-70 shot 5 000 feet
doen the 11111Wily and streaked with
,pect ocular power into the sky,
looking like a giant white dragonof
its it heralded a new
era
Mehl for terse tiansport-type aircraft.
The ship streaked into the sky
with an almost deafening roar as
its engines generated a thrum equal
to a thounaini 200-horsepower automobiles The engines, trailed Alert
Callcnany County Judge Robert 0
(-Meuse into the clear desert sky. Miller announced today that he
An Alf Force spokesman called it was in receipt of a check for $26.300
a "beautiful takeoff,from the state, which it received
The Air Force said the event through the Civil Defense Departcould spell "a turning point in ment of the Federal Government
avistAon history" for the troubleThe check represents 50 per cent
plagued experimental ship which of the total approved for Calloway
haa cost taxpayers tl 5 billion to County for repair of flood damage
put into the air
last awing The county was ain
—
proved for 152,600 for the repair of

XB70 Could Cross
Nation In 90 Minutes
•

Mrs. Lowry reminded them that,
He is associate professor of history "our America can only be as strong
at Lake Erie College in Painesville. as its citizens To be a good citizen
one should twine, think. vote. attend
This Is a girl's school of limited en- true, be honest, and pray"
The Mayfield president. Mrs R.
rollment
E Andrus, presided and introduced
Dr. Rteytier SIM that he is enjoy- I Mrs Lowry who was presented a
ing his new posioon. but misses the corsage by the club The invocation
many itepoicionze
Lhat the fann I was given by Mrs. Ted Dumas.
Mi
. John Oook sang folk tongs
made here in
and accompanied herself on the auMr
Grogfn..
atielM
;Char
rs ntiare
ll'% 0
1140e
ichla
Wel
oody
Gli
mglen
ern-1
don, Mr arid Mrs Marvin Swann
Jeanne Steytter remains here at I toharp
Attending
were
twenty
two
memand daughter, Joy. James Carol
Murray State where she is a music '
bers and five visitors including Mrs.
The annual meeting i'af the
o- dude reports of the year's work and Paulbrey of Joneaborta Ga. Mr.
student
Lowry and Mrs J N Converse of man's Mewtonary Union
of the the election of officers for the and Mrs Kenneth Grogan and
Southwestern Region will be held I corning year The welcome will be Mr and Mrs. Young.
The friends of Dr and Mrs talent- Murray
Sept 29 beginning at 9 45 a its at even by Mrs Harry Allison prenlet wnh them the best we feel sure
By CAROL) MARTIN
tele Fire Hapent Churcb of Milton. dent. Fuloon WW1. •
United Press international
•
Mrs J Witham Jones. Princeton,
Driving over to Parts yesterday we ;
Wm S.
FltANKFORT. Ki let
be tha
Frank
will preside
R Paxton's career is in publishing,
noted unminakabie signs of fall
accompannit isnd the
will
galging
I
be
speakers fur the meeting will in- led by Nonmen White director of
not politicking
along the way Goldenrod is in full I
elude Mrs J S Woodward, state music of Fulton Baptist Church
bloom. Gum trees are red. and,
"I've never been involved in poThe publisher; of the Child's
president Mini Roma Fletcher. state
Sumac is reddening up
litics in any way before" the 1964
iContinued on Page 3)
World Program of Chicano have
Calloway Circuit Court convened
Girls Alinhary Sunbeam director
state Democratic campaign chairannounced that Mrs Heione M
this mornine with Circuit Judge;
and Mrs George R rnenuaon. exeThe leaves on the trees are getUng I
man explained
Roberts has been honored with the
tan Osborne on the bench.
cutive secretary The highlight of
that odd look Still green but a l
And while he finds ttts party job
company'a Roby Star Award This
Five Incompetent hearings were
the program will be a menage brolook of loam of vigor A tort of waxy
"very stimulating and interesting."
award, the highest that the comheld by the court
r ni:klect appearance
ught try Mrs Jounce P Kirk, Southhe said he probably would not bepany can bestow, was for Mrs RoEd Schofield an elderly colored
ern Begin* Masetionary to Brazil
come actively involved in a cam-berta' success in a major enrollment
man charged with malicious shootFerdinand trees lasing their leaves
Other bueinew of the day will in'The Bethel MVP' took a trio to ing appeared today He was not paign again
campaign this past summer Manfast to disclose the orange goodies
Then why wa.s the 37-year-old
Nashville last Saturday The group present on Thor...day morning as
agers and repreentatives of The
hidden only a week ago
publisher of the Paducah Sun-Deleft early Saturday morning and ordered
Child's World Program in all 50
-— -mocrat named to head the state
visited the Parthenon, "The Upper
states participated in the competiHe pleaded natty to the charge
We have been expecting a protest
Room." and had dinner at a large and was sentenced to two veers in campaign for President JohneOn, his
tion
from Rex Billington for the past ,
diner They also nailed the Hermi- the penitentiary He was probated runningmate, Hubert H Humphrey.
Mrs Roberts mother of four chilweek. na, he apparently is long
and Kentucky's Democratic eongreatage. home of Andrew Jackson and for a period of five years
dren is well known in library and
:offering.
Monet candidates?
Mr and Mrs Tommy Taylor are on the way home went through
educational circles in Kentucky and
Tomorrow a civil suit. Billy Fer- -- -Where in the world did they
Tennentee She has been a Regional on a 6-dey, all-expense paid trip Fort Donehon
guson
Rudy"
and
Colson
J
B
vs
We have been trimming the hedge
Those makine the trip were Jesse Mr and Mrs McNeely of near conic up with your name as chairManager with the orearuzation for to Mexico City as winners in a
at our house and the amount of
man" Ls the question he's most ofininvon.
ovei seven years and has won other "Holiday in Mexico" mina contest Arnold. David
Martha Aurora an be heard The case incuttings from it have beer. enorrnMat completed by filmca. Chrysler's Perkine, Poole South, Debbie Fin volves an automobile accident at ten toned, the mild-mannered busnational awards
IIIIS
four-door economy import
trell.*John H. Perkins. coureelor, the "Wye" near Figgner's Ferry ineannian admit,
Sites Two Reasons
Mr Taylor is owner of Taylor Connie Evans, Suzette Evans. Suz- Bridge
We have taken advantage of the
Paxton thinks there were two
Motors. Inc . 303 13 4th fel
ann grans. Linda Jeffs Wanda Wilea% s once a week pickup of trash
prime tearoom he was selected unThe couple will abio visit the re- son. eerier'. Wilson and Re\ Ketth
limbs etc atid already they have
•nimously for the post by the Desort city of Acapulco before flying Smith
hauled off two load.s of the 'tuff
mocratic State Central Committee:
Thy atom S reported th belie
The children in the fourth grade home September 22 by ietliner.
1 "Our paper has always been
I of Mrs Mary Bell Overby at Rob- Included in the group of 130 Simea had an enjoyable time
4,
We piled It up again Saturday an
strongly Democratic and has given
ertson School are given certain jobs dealers, salesmen and wives are
Funeral cervices for Mrs Louise
ternoan and if they'll please haul
all-out support to Gov. Breathitt
dealers from all over the US
during; the school year
Wench Richardson, lige ill were and all Democrats
iCenUnued on nage 61
Ai lean they
Listed below are the names of
held Sunday at 2 pm at the J H.
knew the feelings of the paper"
the children and their jobs
Churrhill'Mineral Horne dowel will*
2. -There IVY the feeling that tbe
Church Humane prendeut Paula
Dr H C Chiles and Rev McDonDemocratic, pez,ky.could be unMed
Lyons, vice-president. Janet WalkDeputy Sheriff Joe Green. left nell of Lone Oak officiating.
Very little activity over the weekbecause bf my' &Ornate amortatien
er, arcretary. Sondra Sue Roberti.,
for Chicago this morning to return
end was reported by the Murray
The deceased passed away Friwith
virtually
all
Democrats
in
the
September 23, will Eddy Hargrove to Calloway County day at 9 45 pm at the Murraytreamirer. Mike Cathey, tape rePolice Department this morning
state."
corder, Jean Ann Jeffrey and San- be the regular ladies golf day at the Hargrove Is wanted for breaking Calloway County Hospital She Was
Chief of Police Burman Parker
Former
Gov
A
B.
Chandler
Was
dra Scott. newspaper. Shirley Dunn, Calloway County Country Club.
out of the Benton jail this spring
said only line minor traffic accident
a member of the First Baptist
the
only
notable
exception
to that
Pairings will be made at the tee
hostess of the door. David Elliott.
Jimmy Harerove is now in the Church of Murray and the widow;
occurred in the city limits and this
association. but Paxton said Chandbe Mane ewes biliersselmal
cleaning room. Mary Devine, music with tee off Ume anytime after 1:30 Paducah city nsil on • almiler of George W Richardson
was Sunday night at 1155. when
ler.
too
has agreed to campaign
books; Oarl Hoeford hostess. Leon am
change
Joseph Dit'ld Poe of Jackson. Tenn.,
Survivors include one daughter,
actively
for the national ticket.
Ifly United Press International
Annie Mary Adams will be golf
McDaniel and Eddie Jones. record
driving a 1964 Comet, was going
Mrs Perry T Newman, 1631 W
Western Kentucky - Partly clou- player; Canna Lee and Sandy hoidens A club spokesman said it is
north on Cherry Street, came to
Olive, Murray. two sons, Vocine A.
dy; and warm today and Tuesday John/ton, filing cabinet. Bobby Row- nice golfing weather; and urged all
dead end, load control of the ear
Richardson ; of Martin. Tenn.. and
Fair and mild tonight Showers or land. closet Pam Tucker and Nancy lady members to come out and play
causing it to hit a bank No InjurClyde A Richardson of Paducah:
scattered thundershowers Tuesday Herndon. librarian,
Ellis, Wedneeds y
Lisa
ies were reported
one grandson. William Thomas
High both days near 90 Low to- bookmobile. Harriet Evans and
The South Plea/cant Orove Me- Newman of Atlanta. Cla
Only one public drunk was armein 65-70
Van Stubblefield. decoration comthodist Church Women's Society
rested by the Police this weekend.
Pallbearers were Raymond Andfle
-Sam Cram of Murrwy is whenmittee. Richard Story and Joyce
of Christian Service will have a rews. °forge
Harrison.
James
FIVE DAY FORECAST
Wooden. closet, Beth Pogue, Debra
rummage sale Saturday, Septem- Heethcott. Earl Floyd. Alton Floyd, tiled to undergo surgery this week
CUR PfitCH 37 TO MEET
Kentucky weather outlook by the Cunningham, and Wanda Rolfe,
at the Vanderbilt Welland. Nashber 26, in the building back of the and Edwin Luttrell
It s Weather Bunean for the period book star committee
J E Littleton was taken to the Bank of Murray on East Main
Burial was in the Woodiawn Me- vine. Tenn where he has been a
Tuesday through Saturday
Murray Inspital Sunday morning Street
morial Gardens in McCracken Coun- patient since Monday. September 7.
Temperatures will average 3 to
where he received a trerudinion folHe has improve' some being hosCub Scout Pack, 37naponevored by
Clothing for men, womeq. and ty.
7 degrees above normal with only
lowing an attack of some kind He children, jewelry. etc will be sold
pitalized after he collapsed at his the Robertsoa School' -Ivan
meet
minor daily variations until It turns
felt ill on Saturday afternoon and The doors well open at 6 a m and
h sue in Whitnell Estates He is Tuesday evening. September, 7'2 at
PALL ROUNDUP
a little cooler near the end of the
on Sunday morning IVOR taken to close at 5 p.m
sintering from an anourren in a 7 00 p m. All boys It 9. and 10
week Normal highs for the period
The Oaks Country Club Ladies the haireal
The annual "Fall Roundup" of cranial artery This was the fourth years of age attending Robertson
are 78 to 82, normal lows 53 to 59. Day will be held Wedneklav. SepIt wita, reported that he was restSchool and their parents who want
NO EIRE CALLS
Murray WOW Camp 592 will be attack he had suffered.
Precipitation will tots/ from one- tember 23 with tee off time set for ing well about noon today Mr. LitCraws LA in busmen with has fa- to be a part of Cub Scouting
held on Thursday night at 7 30 at
--•
half and three-quarters west and 8 30 it.rn
tleton has been a merchant for
The Murray Fire Delairtrileni had the American Legion Hall An in- ther and brother at ('rase Furni- should be in attendance - We will
north to about one-glarter loch
Pairings will be made at the hole many yeere, operating first In Ha- a very quiet weekend with no calls itiation will be held and refreab- ture Company here in Murray and register and complete our Charter
nee brae t
most numerous during Honteemen are Dixie Hopkins and
and for the pan twenty years It all being received by the fire- ments will be served All Woodmen L.( married to the former Nancy 'Application for' the coining year,"
the latter portion of the week
Sybil McClinton
or more in Murray,
Weetterfield.
are invited
men.
a spokeentan said,

Annual Meeljpg Of WMU To Be
Held In
September 29

Fatou

Mrs. Heloise Roberts
Wins Company Award

,ia Daft& iwis

Fraknif PiOctoti - WIU
Head Campaign For
1Johnson In State

Calloway Circuit
Court In Session

•

Bethel MYF Makes
Nashville Trip

Mr. And Mrs. Taylor
On Mexico Holiday

Children In Fourth
Grades Given Jobs

Funeral For Mrs.
Richardson Sunday

Ladies Day Golf Is
Planned Wednesday
--Wednesday.

Wimitiker
Report

Little Activity Is
Reported By Police

Deputy Green Leaves
To Return Hargrove

Rummage Sale To
Be Held Saturday

Sam Crass To Undergo
Surgery This Week

J. E. Littleton
Taken To Hospital

Oaks Ladies Day To
Be Held Wednesday

un y
$26,300 Check
On Repairs

damage emitted by heavy rains and
the tornado which struck Calloway
County,
Roads and bridges were dentroyed gravel weaned lIlt and bridge
atriunents made useless.
Judge Miller said that the remainder of the Tirade Val be received when the county shows proof
that all of the funds have been
•
Vent as approved,
He seid that the check for $36 300_ is the intermit check received by
any county in WenTern .Kentiicky
for, Timid damage
As soon as the floods were CA:Int
in Calloway County a survey was
annatinwed on Page 3)

Association To
Meet On Tuesday
The Callosity County Retarded
Children's Association will hold its
fir•t meeting in the new clam room
FI' the Robertson Elementary School
on Tuesday. September 22. at 7:30
p ni
Thi'. Will be the first time the organintion has met in the newly
built class room New equipment
ahown to the group
wal
All members are urged to attend
aril any Interested persona are cordially Invited to attend
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MONDAY — SEPTEMBER 21, 1964

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

JAMErs C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISBER
We reserve inc right to reject an v Ads ertising, Letters to the Editor.
or Puhlle Voice
sifileli,-16 our opinion, are not for the best IntereSt of our readers.

4

READ THE LEINER'S CLASSIFIEDS

t

viN 471•45

KIBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc...
Corisolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. and The
1,ria•s-Hersld, October AO. 1928, and the West Kentuckian. January
s 1, 1942.
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The Almanac

Calloway FFA
Chapter Wins
Fair Trophy

Ay Flitted Peres lateniatilisal
Today' is Monday. Sept. 21. the
DI -NATIONAL REPRASENTATI‘'ES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
with 101 to fol.wee Madison Ave,. MerniahTS. Tenn.; Time & Lite Bldg., New York, N.Y.; 266th day of 1904
low.
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
, The moon is full
Enteled at- the Pest Office,: Murray. Kentucky, for transmi,ssion as
The morning stars are Mercury.
Second (Naas Matttg.
Venus. Jupiter and Mars.
SUlibCILIFTION „RATES: Ely Carrier in Alutray. per week 2dc. Per
'Me eselung star
51""n*
month 85e: In Ca:loway and adjoining counties, pe- year, 54.50; elseEnglish novelist and sooiologist
where,
born
on that date
was
The Calloway County Chapter of
Wells
H
,
Atr ---eF.F.A. won a trophy for Inc moat
,
in 1866
-The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Mc
entries of Tobacco at the Kentucky
On this day in history'
Tr
Integrity of its Newspaper"
1792. France was procialmed 1 State Fair. The Chapser toot high
In
Es-SCat Flu To6accb
— royal tensity wail honors in
anill the
. C7"-a repulki
• • MONDAY— SEPTEMBER 21, 1964
Wi
ENGAGED AT 11 AND 63—Bandleader Xavier
Cugat. 63#
DIVISIOtt Entries of Green Tobacco
hugs fiancee "Charo" Baeza, 18, in New
dePasad.
York, where he
I In 1893. the fxsa successful gas- in the State Contest were as folsaid he had been thinking about marrying her
but didn't
_UNDER GOD OR MRS. MURRAY?
make up his mind /ill he read In a newspaper
i ohne-operated niowar oar made in lows: Green Stick of Fire Cured
of the engaget
•
ment of his former wife, Abbe Lane.
America — designed and butlt by F.F.A thaw 1st Gary Ellison. 2nd
"Charo" Is from Spain.
81)- Keith Starks. 3rd Johnny Kelso.
.CE NATION UNDER 00D- is a phrase Included in the Charle
'
and Pranli Dnr'
relt —
Bn
on the streets of Spnngtield. 4tio Jimmy Hayes. she Jimmy Edfr&
piyuge to the American flag, the words -under Ood" having Pritred
, wards.6th Frankie Cooper and 8th _
Tt
been added following an act of Congress ten years ago.
In 1938 at least 450 persons were Thomas Collins Green Stick of ;
'imparted,"
that battered Flred Cured open Cips.s, 1st JohnNow Mrs. Madalyn Murray. an atheist who w as success- lolled In a hurricane
sident of
Don W. McColly,
M
3rd;
r%
Donald
2u1
New
lay
Kelso
•
I the coasts of Nes' England and
the Institute, said US. 'Seines are
Williams.'
' Gary Ellison.
'
'
MI in having official sanction being given her efforts to ban
5th
i
Kelso.
4th
Glen
Tort
barred from the international marprayer and Bible reading in public schools and who has a suit
In 1955. Rocky Marciane knock- Fred Williams. 6th Jimmy Hayes,I ket while foreign wines come freely
Frankie Cooper. In the I
pending in Maryland to end tax exemptions for churches, conk ed ma Archie Moore in the ninth and 7th
SAN FRANCISCO Teti — VacM-I Into the United States
round at Yankee Stadium. success- , Dart Fire Cured Tobacco Class:
McColly told the Tariff Commislinues her
_ battle against religion with yet another suit--one (idly defending his heavyweight, title 1st Glen Chaney, and In the Air toning Americans by the thousands'
Information
('ured Tobacto. 1st Gary Ellison. visit California's wineries each year, sion and the Trade
which seeks the elimination of the words 'under God" from for the sixth time.
They admire the scenic vineiard l committee in Washington. D C
cured
oyes
Stick
Air
the
Green
In
the pledge of allegiance.
•
that -we are subject to restrictions
A thought for the day — 2asglishi Class. 3rd Kenny Oliver and in couotry and the intricate nnsc.sses, which prevent our products from
According to,Mrs. Murray's, story which she told through
author H G Wells onoe said "Hu-1 the F F.A Chou 5th Kenny Oliver. and machinery that turnjrapea
taking !heir place in the world
u: national magazme several months ago, she suffered such man history beconies•more and more
Donald Williams and Billy Miller to Arne
i market"
Fair
and
State
helped
were
at
the
catand
education
hunnitation and persecution at the hands of her Baltimore a race between
They also svoillow a considerable. He said this is because of -ex! arrange displays
astrophe"
neighbors after the Supreme Court had ruled In her favor in
number of free samples available in tremely high tariff duties or imThe Liventock Judging Team comtasting rooms maintained by, p6Ft controls or multilaterial treathe public school prayer case that she and her son, John
posed of Mike Miller Frankie Coop- the
Monday. september IL
many wineries.
i. ties."
will-enter
the
Gary
Ellison
Morr,o. lades. No 106 F A: A Mri er. and
Garth, had to flee to Honolulu for asylum.
But they buy ottly a drop more 1 "By virtue of these restrictions
Hall Livestock Judging Contest on Sep..
Masonic
at
the
meet
will
-Apparently the change of scenery- hasn't improved her
than 93 per cent of one gallon per the California wine and brandy inWork 'a 1:1 be in the Master Mason, ternber 18 at the State Fair,
year. In the same time. dustry is confined almost entirely
disposition. Criticaf Jf uitolerance in others, she continues
A Tobacco Judging Team corn- per-ion a
degree
average Frenchman consumes to the United States market, unpaned of Johnny Kelso. Gary El- the
to exprests her intolerance of aii whO hold beliefs -different
able to benefit through the derations
tison. and Frantic Cooper will be 35
September 26
from has own.
Despite this, there's an air of op- velopment of foreign markets"
Revival services will begin at the participating in the Tobacco Judgtimism in the huge Cahfornia wine .. In the meantime, the -wine growHer lawyer has said that it would probably be three to
Ness Hope Methodist Ohurch and ing Contest on September 17
which covers 477.000 acres. ers are battling laws at home.
silt months before the case is heard, and the outcome -de- continue through Friday. Services
JohnnY Ke:soill represent the Industry,
Jefferson E Peyser, longtime at-'
IEh
Celt7ine 00 Per cent of the wine
the
Calloway
County
Chapter
in
John
7.15.Rev.
at
pends on the na.ure- of the court and availability of _judges." each everung
torney for the $700 million industry
Ai an the United States
Identification
Contest
on
Fr
tSited
minister.
visiting
Archer is the
He turtherSais that the. phrase -under God' in the pledge
Robert 0 Mondavi of St 11g- and a former California aseeenblyday. Setperaber
len1 Calif. past Chairman of the man, thinks interstate truck bar—cohsUtutes a religious ceremony (when cited In school) and
Saturday. September 26
guard of the Wine Institute. said riers against wine violate constitu,
The south Pleasant Grove Me.
otieildif the First' Amendment. of the Constitution of thi
California wines "at long last are tional roianintees
WSCS will have a
Chursh
thodio
United States."
receiving the broad-scale recognitrummage sale in the building hack
ion which they deserve We are well
The Icha is o silly we'd like to laugh---ii at weren't so of the Bank of Murray on Moat
on our say toward that long hoped
see.ous.
Main Street frotn 6 am. to 5 p.m
for goal of wine as a atdely used
inc tragedy is that there was a time when atheistic ideas
enealtime and party-time beverTImailay. Soirlaillber n
.
age
sucn as Mns kfturay s would have been shrugged off, whereas
County Retarded
11,,ncravi said the-American eine
LU*.... .11ey are- goren a s..mpatnetic nearing plus the blessangs , Chten s"
nay° Assoclat,o wriiimt ertm
t is %Whine from dessert win,
ra
of the highest court in the lance Founded or. a reehgnition of °le lie* CI"' mclan at Rciberta°11
shift is the
thin k
table wine
to srh
-.
,112erlientsry finis:01 ti 1'3
0 Dm.
moat
this
Los lat.:u lur ti,.:-.2
.giociance, ans ii.11eari As now guaranteeing
dir
signif.cant change to occur in our
the -right to every rettioCe anu-Clod movement that
inclietry.durtne the past 30 years
_
:
cc Ws!
, Couple
aline,: May the God Mrs Murray so despises have mercy
y
us
and I'm inclined to agree with
it we hare coins so tar in
taunting that Is person a Unusual Ranch
thew- he said
"liberal"
He mild after repeal and until the
her ilk is at1cere4, splace of prowl:pence .and intluence in, COMFoRT. 1#.‘ in -- Kurt
1
early 1060s "we had primarily a deswife are ranchers
A,pelt and
American life.
sert wine industry" with sales TOIthey raise armaAs fix Mrs. Murray's.fligtit t HAWili,,our only regret is in a bag way. but
urne as ninth as four times greater
dillos instead de cattle The spelt
,
!hen table wine
that she didn't tlee jar enough. II she h..c1 last kept on going, srinadino Ranch sti.ps live animals
, "Today sales of table wine are
•
she could have endeid up .in Australia,. and tl.ere die could to all parts at the nation
running over one-half 'hose of desHundreds of the an-called -aninave beglirt a brand-new campaign—an effort to help the
-girt wine and -- if present trends
evensold
are
mal battleshipsacintinue -- California table wines
Britian revise their natiohal slogan. -God Save the Ring".
big
months
the
1101.:*: of COLOR
I year with tenger
outsell dessert %Ines within 31 %NOR
xesiih.ldo 311anne Shopping ("enter
•
season when neediest 11(11.11016 purfive to seven years," he added
liA/14
chase sernadilios for research
' 51ondavi and his colleagues in
Apelt's latiwr the late Marie,
lie industry are determined that
spelt, founded the novels 80 flare ,
when that "lung hoped for goal is
wiLch has nine
reality that it's an Amer.cnn sine
bands of armor circling the b013.
and not a bottle of the European
LLOGiLIA & TIMErs FALB
is found only in South Treas. norvariety that ad,. next to the catsup
then-. Mexico and Florida
hottle an the American dinner table.
CO-SIARS -A trained sandar'ha,
some
We
understand
'
Elizabeth
piper perches on
Juht. D Scarbrough. age 6$,. died sudder.iy at his home rr,..thilo„ onginath
Furopr in wines
e long been
ta.
,en to
eecTaylor, shoulder on set of
symbo/ In the United Stairs
near New Concord yesterday mornii.a.
F,orada, by Texans and gat loose."
Douil
'lbs Sandpiper' at
i wine institute spokesman said.
Private Charlotte S. Jonelion has Jost completed basic Ms Apelt said
Beach. Calif , where they
ind attributed it. not. to quality
training at trie new Women's Army Corps Center, Fort Mc- ,
he said the animais make good
Is.th Ala!' In the film
alone. but to the magic of the word
Clellan. Ala.
---- • •
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WELCOME STUDENTS
SPgtIAL

Pants
Sweaters
Plviin Skirts

ea

Cash and Carri for Delivered

•.

Win In Transition:
Dessert To Table

Operate An

Ten Years Ago Today

BO
-THE DRYCLRANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU"
STORY AVE.

COURT S4../1JARE

Gth & POPLAR

13th & MAIN

Prepare For Winter Now
Use Natural Gas

•

SAFE - - ECONOMICAL
EFFICIENT - - yPUIET

11

CALL TODAY..
and avoid the late Fall rush! One of
the following licensed merchants can
take care of your needs.
Freed Cothain Cuisioacy
Otis
Ifirrau
Coupupw
It E. Jenkins
.lt"
Thisiev's Heatintr
air-C
.
14114111111
Ward le Elkins
S m ( aihrein PlotobIntr & Heating
Charles Willie (Ma - field)
0. L. Collins (Mayfield)

a

a.

711-4312
751 753-3361
751-4371
751-4857
753-1713
753-5502
247-1618
247-6S49

MURRAY NATURAL GAS
SYSTEM

BItiCROSS:yidBitDEM*

Mr and Mrs Calvin Hatiord Sto:# of M rray Roilte Four
announce the engagement of their oldest cli.aghter. Bonda
Faye, to Charles Robert WhItneli. suit ul Mr and Mr, Robert
,Harmon. Whitneil of Murray.
New playgroiled equipment was Instalieu by a group of
fathers for the Miural. Training &hop! yeEerday.

a

HELP EASE
SOME OF THE
WORRY
OF BEING SICK

_

#1.

•

LAUNDRY & CLEA

nbill THE Mifflin)

CLASSIFIER ADS

4

Ni moult saiviCS
FOR
HOSPITAL

SPECIAL

CANING

PitOTICTION

OMR!

11 4

Offer Good Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday, Sept. 22. 23, 24
•del•

FOR
4.1
PIOTICTION

SportCoats
Regular
Jackets
l*or

Blue Cross-Blue Shield members have Vital Pod In -Advance help to meet the
cost of necessary hospital and medical care There ore no claims to file
payment is mode direct to hospital and doctor

0

Blue Cross Blue Shield have never cancelled membersh,p because of age, health,
retirement, or an incurable condition.

S.
0

YOUR FAMILY NEEDS BOTH — BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
THERE ARE
TWO WAYS TO APPLY

• ALL WORK GUARANTEED
• Never An Extra Chart-e For One Hour Service •

•

MARTINIZINC
ONE HOUR
East Side of The Stoat',

GROUP- Groups ran be formed where
there ore 5 or more emOoymt
rAfilllY OR INDIVIDUAL Apply
Mint if you are a Kentiskion, 64
Of under, in good health, and neither
husband nor wife works where there
ore 10 Of more employees.

THE MAP locates nine communication" hubs around the nation set up to play a key role In Barry Goldwater's prPAdettlal casnpodgn. The photo shows the one in Springfield,
Ill. They are equipped with teletypes, and are it finked
with the Goldwater campaign plane to relay speeches, announcements and confidential advice.

MAIL THIS HANDY COUPON TODAY
SLUE CROSS-SLUE SHIELD
3101 Berihtown Road
1#0#41•11110, konovelry 40705
Pleas* temd on• wohowt Obligol,on
SW* 0041

and iii.
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Giants Had Big Shakeup Of lAnnual...
Squad During The Off Season

'(Continued From Page One)
The meeting will adjourn at 2:30
P. re, following Mrs. Yen-k's message.
by injuries. has forced the Giants to
Mrs. Kirk is a homemaker, worker with women's and children's
take to the open market agate.
Within the peat week they picked church organizations and aseisraile
up Max Meaner from the Detroit to the executive secretary of the
Lions and Turnley Todd from Green Baptist convention in the tate of
Bay to reinforce 34-year-old Torn Baia.
She is a worker with children and
Ecott and rookies Lou Slaby and
Tom Costello while Bill Winter teen-agers and an evangelistic visand Jerry Hillebrand recover from itor for her local church, president
knee ailments Hillebrand is slated of the Woman's Missionary Union
to get the first shot at filling Huff's , in the Salvador area, member of
angry shoes.
the Data WMU, and member of the
The seeondery man will be tack- permanent kterature mentnittee of
les Roosevelt Brown and Lane How- the Brazilian W1141J, which involves
ell, 'Bookie Bolin and Darrell Dees writing programs, proimelonel meare the guards and Greg Larson is tenals, and devotionals.
at cent,
She also has written a mission
study book on Brazil which will be
taught to intermediates in Southern Baptist Church of the Unite°
States in 1965,
The Kirks spent three years pre(Continued From Page Onel
in Rio de Janeiro, where he
held interim positions in publication
1, 1963. the survey shows, there
and educational work.
were 9 fatal accidents among CalRio was also their home for the
loway County residents, 3 of thern
Bret few years after they were apattributed to motor vehicles.
poiated Missionaries; in 1947 (they
The figures take into account studied
tfie language there and did
accidents of all sorts affecting lopublication work e Then they lived
cal people, wherever they may have
in Vitoria for 10 years while Mr.
occurred, but do not include local
Kirk was an evangelistic worker
accidents involing non-residents.
through the state of Espirito Santo.
population, the accident toll was,
Related to Ceeloway County, pop- I
ulation. the accident toll was at c
the rate of 42 fatalities per 100.0001
• •

By CURT BLOCK
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK I UPD — Personnel
Sha keups usually are reserved for
losing teams but the New York
Giants underwent a thorough recrganization during the 'off season
after annexing tneir third straight
Eastern Division title last winter.
The shuffling was through enough
to elecit seine letters of protest
from rabid Giant fans to the front
office when they dealt rough-tough
Sam Huff to the Redskins and sent
tackle Dick Modzelswski to the
Cleveland Browns in a one-for-one
giveup.
In addition, they lost veteran
Andy Robustelli to the coaching
ranks via reeirement.
But Cmeh Alhe Sherman has
WILDCATS STOP.OREGON STATE 7-3 — Oregon State University's Dan Espalin mafaced similar problems before. Last
neuvers for rmining room after turning the corner around end in the second quarter of
season he was confronted with the
the Northwestern-Oregon State game in Evanston, Ill, Philip Clark (83) tripped up the
ios.s of standbys Ray Wiettha and
Myers
Tom
of
passing
Lead
by
the
running back ,before he could move into high gear.
Rasevelt Grier but mine up with
and the running of Steve Murphy, Northwestern stopped Oregon State 7-3 to win its
adequate replacements in center
'
Greg Larson and ex-Ram John
first game for new coach, Alex Agase.
Lovetere.
Tittle Irreplaceable
.
The irreplaceelbie one is the inccenparable Y. A. Tittle, the brilliant euai•terback who set an NFL
record last year with 36 touchdown
tosses,
The Giants did not come up with
the powerful running back
they
wanted and have lacked for the last
few ears.
Dick James came to New York
fruit Washington in :he Huff deal
hi.: at 5-foat -8, 180 pounds he
doesn't figure to carry the bulk of
American League
the burden,
W. L. Pct. GB
Rushing duties will once again go
89 511 601. —
New York
ti Joe Morrison. 4.8 yards per carry,
90 62 592 1
13akirnore
Pee King. 3,8, Alex Webster, 3.4,
89, 69 ASti 2
Chicago
grid Hugh McElhenny 3.2.
76 71 .517 121%
Detroit
Newcomers to watch in that de76 73 .517 12% pertinent are Home Jones, StanCleveland
77 76 503 14% ford's Steve Thurlow, Oklahoma's
Des Ait,otes
75 76 407 16k. Joe Den Looney, Ernie Wheelenght
Manniteota
68 84 447 38
Boeit oe
ahd Clarence Chilch, a•menther of
519 93 388' 32
Washington
the taxi squad two years back, who
54 96 360 36
Kansas Cr;
raced 108 yards for a TD in the
Giants' first exhibition game.
VesUirday's Results
The Giants' long suit is receivers
New York 4 Kiinea.s City 0
for Tittle's aerials.
CaliUniversity
of
21-14
-8-2,
5-8.
at
TOPPLE
MISSOURI
Baltimore
BEARS
Los Angeles
• Strainer Leads Receivers
game 10 innings
fornia's flanker Jerry Mosher (42) dances into the end
Chicago 4 Washington 3
zone after taking a 30-yard pass from quarterback Craig
Del shorner caught 64 passes for
•
Mannerata 12. Horton 4
nine touchdowns in 1963, fourth
Morton to score the Bears' second touchdown in the first
Detroit 6-2, Clevelaral 5-7
bent in the league Behind hun are
quarter of play between California and Missouri After
Today's Gamer
such relables as. Joe Walton, 6taking a 21-8 lead California played controlled ball the
No games schedulece
foot-3 Aaron Thomas. 34-year-old
rest of the way and outlasted a favored Missouri 21-14.
frank Gifforgl. Morrison, who had
31 receptacle last year, mostly the
screen variety and Bobby Crespano,
National League
Cleveland s bait for Little Mu,
W. I. Pet,
A sound defensive line has been
Philadelphia
90 60 600
fortified with the acqUtIOR of
83 66 557
Gin nisei
Andy etylichula teen Washington
83 66 567
St Liens
Lovetere, Jun Katesaniee and Bob
93 67 563
Elan Prancer()
Tayke will likely wain:etc the
Milwaukee
Ti 72 617
forward wall
76 71 514
Pittsburgh
The hnebaciung prblern, crested
75 75 500
Los Angeles
67 82 450
Chicago
C2. 86 413
Houston •
San Francisco 4, Pateburgh 3. 11
New York
5096 338
innings
Results
Yesterday's
Cincinnati 9. St. Louis 6
Philadelphia 3 Les Angeles 2
Milwaukee 5. Chicago 2
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•
713-4831
753-1890
753-3361
751-4371
753-4857
753-1713
753-5801
117-1618
147-6849
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MSC and Austin
Peay Lead Topsy
Turvy ON Race

By United hese International
•Nobody ever expected that Murray State and Auntin Pray would
meet in a head-to-head battle for
lase Once in the Ohio Valley Conference the footboel season, but
that's what they'll clo at Clerical-ale. Tenn.

Si

The two OVC teams were the top
surprises of a generally successful
eekend for Kentucky colkge (adn teams, stitch produced six nCorien. two deteata and a be,
Kentucky aorsunbeild past Detroit,

4111

:WM
•!:.fr

4
WE'LL BANISH
THEM FOR GOOD
Is the persistent presence
of silverfish getting you
down? We'll get them out
of your house or apartment to STAY out!

GET OUR FREE
ESTIMATE
We exterminate pests a
all kinds at low cost

•KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
Phone 753-3514

13-6, on two touchdowns by Rodger
Bird. Morehead anima Marshall.
6-0. in • the Shrine Bowl game at
A'shlincl: Western Kentucky came
to hie in the final period for •
14-0 victory over Southeast MisAtari. the 10th in a row for Western; Murray polished off East Tennessee. 26-14, in an OVC contest:
Geonietown romped over Hanover.
41-6. and Kentucky State whipped
Fisk 2A-13
The tile came was a scoreless affair between Centre and Wilmington.
The loners were Louerville. 10-7
to Western Michigan, and leantern Kentucky in a 26-0 shocker at
the hands cd Austin Pray. the first
()VC footbal victory for the Governors in eight tires and a sour beginning for Eastern's new coach.
RAYY Kidd
. Other action by OVC teams in
nonconference competition included Middle Tennessee's 21-3 victory
over Florence State, and Tennessee Tech's 27-0 shutout at the hands
of Arkansas State
Quarterback Charlie Forrest went
67 yards for a touchdown on Murray's first play from .9C1irnmag
and threw 10 yards to John Wet eon for the seoond score. Fuelbacit
Toni Moyer added two more touchdowns in the second half as the
the
Racers operated mostly on
around
for
around
Western stumbled
three periods before Sharon Miller
oonneoted on a 75-yard pass play
with Jim Hurt in the final period,
and Bill Gleason swept over from
five yards at, in 'the final minute
Agana Southeast Missouri
Teen LaPraboise set a new school
45
record of 28 completions in
throws for 332 yards against Western Michigan. but Cardinal defenses were erratic A 36-yard neig
goal by Wit Waters a 011 it ter the
Broncos.
Austin Pray piled up 243 yards

New York at Houston. night
Today's Games
running Go crunch Eastern with
Carlton Flatt scoring twice. A 6-0- Cincinnati (Tietouris 10-9' at Philayard pass interception returlk by
delphia (Mahaffey 12-8 , night
freetenari Tommy Gray accounted 5.tin Frincleco (Bolin 6-7r at Housfor Morehead's 6-0 win over Marton (Johnson 10-61, night
shall
'Only gamete scheduled-

MY TEACHER SA1D I PUT
IN TOO MUCH DETAIL

Take East Tennessee 26 To 14
In Bruising Contest Saturday

It Is Safer ...

ounty .

People

Th • compares favorably with the

iContinued From Page One)

I

B

BIDS ASKED

e, sure

fires are out
-cel<1!

SHELBYVILLE. Ky. RN -- The
cny of -Shelbyville will advertise for
bids early in October for expansion and renovation of its sewagedisposal plant Mayor Jesse L Puck(it estimated the project would oost
from $360,000 to 9460,000

Murray boosted its 12-0 halftime
advantage to 20-0 by marching 73earls in eight quick plays to open
The New York World's Fair has
the third period. East Tenneseee the biggest bus perking lot in the
I came right back with a 73-yerd Unitecketates, designed to beadle
scoring drive in 11 plays as quart- 500 charter buseellt one tune.
erback Larry Watson hit end Wayne
Waif with a 113-yard scoring pales.
The Forget-Me-Not le the Alaska
Both teams scored fourth-quart- state {lower.

MURRAY LOAN Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
MI W. Staln'Strect
Phone 753-8421

4
(
`'4

Mid Fair
th

SEPT.Z5 FAIRGROUNDS
--awe SteMpha
OCT. 3 More to See f

More that Free/
IN
PERSON
SEPT.

3;pir".4aWsarse.,.

TINSLEY'S

HEATING

AIR CONDITIONING
—
Phone 753-4857
—
Residential - Commercial — Gas - Electric
SALES - SERVICE - INSTALLATION

26
2
•
6
MIN

SHE SA1
Ttt4COoNT9
SHE'S NEVER EVEN HEARD OF,
41-IAT'S (dRON6 (1.NTH T4T?

27

cf/*/

I LIKE TO THINK
MAP
As OEN& FIFT‘l YEARS
iVIEAD OF ITS "TIME!

3DAYS3

Wokkeihnotortif
Lo

Seat-rim

IDAN

GREENE BLOCKER
BEN and NOSS CARTWRIGHT
PRETTle WELL I THINK .175

NOT EA641 TO PANT CDHILE
YOORE LqIN6 ON 4tOOR BACK

PUTTING UP ME 5CAFFOLD1N6
WAS To-(E HAkDECT .J019

of TV's*BONANZA..

ITS 60IN6 TO I3E ACE w•Wiri6

A MURAL ON THE cE—iki&!

cmssALFREE

i;

CIRCUs
?aiongoatib MUSEUM

10 GREAT
INTERNATIONAL
ACTS1

OF UNNATURAL HISTORY

DAN FLAGG MAKES
HIS P051noN
CLEAR_

I WANT TO HELP
YOU, THOMAS...
BUT YOU MAKE
1r IMP05518LE!

lT MY etISINESS TO
BOTHER! I'M A
CAREER MAN SAME
AS YOU...ANU I
KNOW HOW
ISIRCIRrmr WE
ARE TO THE
COUNTRY!

IMPORTANT f!
THEY GIVE ME
A DESK .7015
Awe YOU
TietS CRUMMY
DE TAIL!

WE'RE ONLY LINKS IN THE
CHAN OF COMMAND, MAJOR.
IF WE WEAKEN, THE WHOLE
SYSTEM COULD SNAP!
WHATEVER eOUR PR0BLEMS1
YOU
ARE, I DN THINK
THI

k

n MID-SOUTH
GOSPEL SING
Sharp Chuters
"The

PRIZE WINNIN

STOCK
SPINE-TINGLINSkAntar SHIO

Gay Nineties Village

WANT THAT TO HAPPEN!

YOUTH*LEW CONTEST

womant sviumnolows
111/111.0L11111111 SHOW
AND MUCH-MUCH MORE,

'rickets For All Fair Attractions ikt
1..•
•. Central Ticket Office

GIANT CARNIVAL FUN;
W
:"Ps
AY
4!
4i

••

4
.
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A

,

flew,
for the United States as
which
averaged 52 per , mode and specific instances were
a wh
1000(5)•
I listed, in each of the seven magislis° below the East South tonal di55ricts, Leiter these figures
rate
of
62
per
1000110.
were checked
y engineers from
Central States'
o
The magnitude of the accident tile Federal Bureau of Roads, reproblem may be gleaned from the
vised. then approved
national report, which shows that
Since that time roads in the co100,500 lives were toe, in the year.
unity have been put back into opgravea,
Another 10 million peeeens, it is eration through hauling
in
estimated by the safety council, suf.
articling and 'side ditching, and nufered injuries that disabled them
merous bridges constructed, Four
for more than one day
large bridges were built under specThus, for every
fatal
itioations of an engineer and three
there were about 100 non-fatal ones „..„ contracts The remalndee were
that required medical attention and
built a ith county equipment and
restricted activity.
personnel
The coat of accidents in 1963,
INJURED BY TRAIN
counting lost wages, medical and
t — Mrs A. T.
FULTON, Ky
insurance Piyinents. property damConley Fulton. was hospitalized
age. reduced production and the
Sunday with injuries suffered when
like, was approximately $163 bilher car was struck by an Illinois
lion. according to the council
Central 'Railroad freight train at a
On a proportional basis, assumcrossing here
ing the average amount per accident applies locally, the cost in
Calloway County conies to $1,510,000

SPlICKEY SAYS

er teuchdewns with Murray's Temmy Glover the out.standing runner
as he gained. 79 yautis-in -13_ lima
and 1-cored his second touchdown
on a 10-yard run.
Murray linebacker-guard John
Wheeler was a one-man defensive
sang as he made 10 taekles, recovered a fumble and was credited with
nine &vests
The game was Murray's opener
and evened East Teneeseee's record
at 1-1.
6 6 8 6-2E
Murray
Charlie Forrest
East Tennessee
0 0 7 '7—.14
'Murray--Forreit 67 run clack
Quarterback Charlie Forrest, the failed)
rusher, powered
game's leading
Murray—J. Weeen 10 pass from
around end on a 67-yard touch- Forrest ipasa failed
got
Murray
time
first
down run the
Murray- Glover 10 run (Forrest
the ball Saturday night to lead a run I
Tennes26-14 trimming of East
ETSU—Waff 10 pass form L. Watsee.
son 4Knacely kick i
ETSLI—Holtseaw run ( Knicely
Forrest. who played behind Tony
Fioravanti last season, carried 12 I kick r
Mum ay Glover 17 run (pam failtames for 132 yards and compleeed t
ed
four of 11 passes for 56 eardis.
ETSI: Murray
After an East Tennessee punt •
Dawrfs
- 18
16
late in the first quarter, Forrest led Riening Yardage 104
236
Murray on a ell-yard drive in five • ing
56
Yardage 127
pLes and capped it with a 10-yard Passes ..
4-11
11-24
John
Watson.
pass
to
end
scoring
2
Paeses Intcpt, -By . 2
end
Jerry
Form t A s 25-yard pose to
3-31 3
Punts
Grantham set up the score on the
Fumbles Lost
2
0
t Play of the second period,
Ile,
Yards Peo.ilized
35
25
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November Wedding Planned

Explorers
Study Guns
For Program

The interest s4 Exphorer members of the Fasy Scouts of Amerka
In rifles and hunting has led a
T. C (tithe's group in phone,
nurriber of Explorer Poeta in the
•••
Pour Rivers Council to acheduie a
The axxnen's chases of Madames
briefing on gun mechanics as •
Diger Shirley. Myrtle Wail, arid
part of their post program. accordFirst Baptist
the
of
Jones
C
mg to Forrest Martin, advisor to
Methodist Church will meet at the
Monday. September 21
}cent pottuck
a
have
will
Church
the Scout CouncelS Explorer cabiThe Penny Homemakers Club church at 7:30 pm.
dinner at the church at 6:00 pm
net.
• • •
meet at the home of Mrs. Alspeakguest
the
be
will
The Ku-ksey PTA van meet at Bill (blhe
Oinsoluanits to give rifle and
vin Usrey at 12 30 pin.
1964-05
for
menders
er All new
huritanst safety presentation are sethe lunchroom at 1.30 p.m..
attend.
•
•
are urged to
cured from a kcal National Rtfle
•••
Association group or from the poTuesday. September 22
Wednesday, September 23
The WEICS ci; the First Methokicv. sheriffs office, military reWomen a Aseociauon of College dist Church will begin Its mission
The Ladies Day luncheon will be
SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
serve, or a sportsmen% group.
/
Presbyterian Church will meet at
study at the church frail 9 30 to served at noon at the Calkiway
Iiielisded in the briefing are dispin. at the home of Mrs Henry 11 a. m.
Hostesses
County Country Club
cussions and demo:iterations of the
McKenzie. 1001 Shirpe Street. sith
• ••
will be Mescbsmes John N. Portions
mechanical features of • rifle and
hosassisting
Johnson
Jesse
Mrs.
Payne.
R.
AUTISM
Parker.
Burgess
shotgun, unportance of safety. and
The Dorcas Sunday School Class
tess. Note postponed date
Horner Pogue. Kirk Pool, Welh
target shooting In &dela:ken scene
of the Pint Baptist Churoh s-111
Sr..
Purdam,
Welles
Jr.
Punions
Explorer posts view a movie on ode
have a dinner meeting at the Tri~On
arid
Quertremous,
Johti
shooting, conduct an outdoor demThe WSCS of the Martins Chapel angle Inn at 6'30 p. in with Mrs.
Rayburn. and Garnett Jones
onstratio*5. and participate in a
WHOLE
•••
hunter safety course.
Thursday, September 24
or
Climax of the rifle program will
at
The Magazine Club will meet
be the ninth annual Explorer Rifle
HALF
the home of Mrs E C. Jones at 2
Match sponsored by the Buy Scouts
p.m. Members please note change
of America said the Notional Rifle
(NO CENTER SLICES REMOVED)
will
McKenzie
Henry
Mrs.
tune
in
Associatioo, one of the la.reest rifle
have the program on "Ye Old Claes!notches in 'the united States.
Southern Star4-Lb.
Ware" and asks each member to
Explorers cempete with etch
to
has
she
glass
antique
bring any
$2.79)
d
other through the submweaun of
the meeting
Whole cv/io.
approved targets wtuch are securCut-Up
U.S.D.A.
• • •
ed in advance. Four Rivers Council
lb.
/
the
31c
of
lb.
Department
Inspected
The Zeta
Explorers will fire at Kentucky
Murray Woman's Club will have
Lake Boy Scout Reeervon on CaP'n John Frozen
• dinner nreeting at the club house
ilb. pkg.\
Saturday. October 10th Their certiat 6 30 //m Ho.steesee will be Mesfied %Net& will be forwarded to
49e
Outland.
dames Ed West. Purdorn
the NRA In Wistungton, D. 0,
p.
Morris Lamb. Bill Purges-son, and
There are both individual and
Charles Shuffett
SUPER RIGHT PURE PORK
Mies Maryseih Barrell
• • •
team matches, and registered tarFriday, September 25
Murray Route Two announce the gets may be shot starting October
Mr. and Mrs Howard Bazzell
mar!: sge of their younigest daughter, 1st Deadhrie for the targets to be
The WS of the mrst Meth°dIst engagement and 4Lp/snatching
Hays, son ot,
! church will conurrue its mission sunbelt, to Keith
and Mrs. Curtis Hays of- Murray returned to the N'R-A is January
study at the social hall from 9 30 Route
15. 1966, Mr. Martha said.
to 10 30
The I:wide-elect is a 1963 goulu.!•e of Calloway County High School
•• •
Pur the 1964 match, trier, were
anti is now a sophomore at Slurrav State College - five natedal team women, ten inMT Hays is also a 1963 grade •e of Callow-ay County High School
dividual winners. plug; a regional
HO'T
e wo_ and ti also attending Murray Stan
r 26
conew
9u eesibe
:
:;.18.111
alirna
mn
TneSil
or
The wedding will take place Friday. November 27. at 3.30 o'clock team winner from each of the 12
regions of the Boy Scouts of Airierin the afternoon at the Unarm Grove Church of Christ_ A reception wilt
z
avep amGet
2h3o
MILD
ueO amiteoorn. The new be held at the Murray Womens Club House following the ceremony.
ed Pt
udentu
quiLult
st
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend.
Oel CINEOPUS
staff
Miuky1-LE. RAG
explain that there are eltirrustives.
honor.
be guests of
Some "forced" marriages are worse
• ••
than none In trying to exonerate
Campbell's
you. I rationalized that maybe one
The Alpha Depart,ment of the
----I
4
1.
of your staff had written the anMurray Wonsan s Club will have an
Marla THE -5(84ar• DID ty—Accidenta seem to be mountswer without your having seen it It Heinz (84 Off Pkg.)
AziLug In Atlantic City. N J., and you wonder If cria
open meeting at the dub house at
10-ca. cans
didn't sound like the DEAR ABBY
timely DeCarolla, 32, Philadelptua. driver of the car on top,
noon. Hostesses will be Mesdames
years
reading
these
beet
all
base
I
Jefwas dLstracted by all those Miss America candidates. Driver
Boron
Ceerby.
In ctn.
Rue
Pee.
James
A MINISTER
of the little lob oda the bottom, William Beverly. Atlaatic
frey. Hunter Hancock. and Miss
5-oz.
1-1b.
Dinty
DEAR MINISTER: Thank Yoe for
City. gel off a th only a few cut\
Sninces Bram
Cans
Kerber me the benefit of the doubt.
Moore
*
89
but I accept the responsibility fee
ever answer that appears in my
(*.S. FANCY AlcINTOSH
column. I confess that I was not
aware of the nectsmity it a clergyman to ask a bride It she were pregnant. Rut judging from the number c.f reprimands I have received
1 why he would salt such a queetion. for basing criticised a clergyman
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 21
have
DiF....AR XIIBY I don't know the It is disharmony forthem to
for havtng inquired. I was wrong.
circumstances which prompted. the to baptize all those "premature' And I beg to be forgiven.
••••
clergyman to ask the girl also was babies so soon after the wedding
planning to be married if she sere
Problems' Write to ABBY Box
1 pregrumt. but I have always found
69700 Los Angeles. Calif For a
; that there are two aides to every
DEAR ABBY. I was disappointed personal reply, enclose a stamped.
question
to find one as knowledgeable, mai- self-addressed •envelope
•••
1 have personally married almost ure and influential as you rapping
11.000 couples. and hundreds of a clergyman for having asked a
Hate to write letters, Send one
those couples have asked me to maple. who came to discuss their dollar to Abby, Box 00700, Los
back-date the marriage license from Intended marriage. if the girl were Angeles. Calif. for Abby's booklet,
12-os it
.
one to five months I kept an se
liellenuint. The nunister was only -HOW TO WRITE LETTER., FOR
curate record. and in onesyear out dant his duty A rninLiter Is not a ALL 00CASIONS "
1
of the 5.56 couples I married. 154 'marry:re Ham." The' reading of
asked that their wedding ceruficatrs the ritual and pronouncing the
Qt.
be falsely dated. I rather imagine couple husbana and wife is only part
my experience is characteristic of of the pastoral obligattok:,14 is tm•
most preachers and if I were )03, portant to learn if the couple has
JANE PARKER
I don't belled I would has c-i.4 had premarital relations If they
this particulatt minister into -outer haven't, they will be proud to my
. darkness" eo quickly. without having 20. If they have, and are Only sorheard HIS side of the story
ry. the clergyman can either give
A KENTUCKY CLERGYMAN them absolution or invoke God's
knows
fourgievnenee•too,.
It the'clergyman
DEAR ABBY. I was a practicing
he can
minister for a decade but now I am that the girl Is pregnant.
an approa lawyer I can understand why a guld* them in planning
bT.‘
wedding, if the airderelY declergyman would ask a girl if she plate
Morro!. Essamisy
SIZE
16t
to
can
he
marry.
Otherwise,
r4
were pregnant before he undertooll
I to perform the marriage cerdrionyi
A marriage is a covenant freely s-ssented to by two parties. and when
the vows are Oct exchanged in free-,
dom the marriage Is illegal accord-,
• fie.ir Wheel Milanacer and
and Showroom Furniture
tatt to the law sad invaild also wit,
%lignment Set
a religious racriunert
Nlachine
• Sun Distributor
If the girl is pregnant, there can
• Valse Machines
possibly be coercion on the part of
SHORTENING
• Lincoln Wa,terluise Grease and
the girl, her family, or even on the
A&P
• Bench Grinders
( abinet A ssr.rriblv
pus of the groom_ If the couple are
Instant
Jar
into
became-OS
-forced"
marriage
beteg
• Honing Machines
• Ingersol Hind Air (ompressor
•fs7tl
a bait) 1, on the way and they tied
that marriage Is the only solution
• Sun Motor Tester
• Graro Paint Spraser
* NATIONAL DOG WEEK *
to the problem, the marriage could y
• Walker Door Lift
be cons.dered a 'forced" one and,
• 25 Parts Bios
hence, illegal.
%elder
Electric
•
It is better that a child be born
• Several Hyrdaolir Floor Jai ks
$14
-out "elf wedlotk In some cases than
• Sanders
• Aretv len, Welder
4.
for two persons to marry out of
rFk
detnpubdon rather than love
•( reepers
• Polishers
TURNErs LAWYER
1 -Lb.
/Wag. LtirerN
'!9-PASSENGER IHTS and
•
• Work Benches
Cans
or Irish I
of
Res. L. H. Roebuck
Mr. and Mrs. Wally Layton
Other Numerous Items
• Several Desks. Office Chairs
DEAR ABBY. Come on, now Iv'Eva n gel1st
Singers
reed your column faithfully and
with admiration and Interest, bur
that letter from the mother who
Was "disgusted" because the clergyCana
ES ARE FINAL AND l'OR CASH. CASHIERS
man asked her bride-to-he daughter if she were pregnant) behooves
CHECK. or ,J,ETTER OF CREDIT
me to put in my nickel's worth
KIRKSEV. KENTUCKY
I live in a small town. but Id isv
that one briele - tn four has covered
PRICES IN THIS AD KFFEC'TIVE
a pregnancy of from two to four
month- V-'•th - ft bridal goun and
AT 7:30 P.M.
WEDNESDAY...BEM .23—
whit. wra-reer red -Cheek. wish an-:

Social Calendar

SEMI-BONELESS

HAMS
LB. 59c

HAms
FRYES
R
FISH STICKS

8 lbs. $479
L

N

to-04. on*
pkg.

SAUSAGE
6 Una 39c

st..

TOMATO SOUP
MUSHROOM SOUP4
BEEF STEW

Clerics' Corner!

59*.I

Ibigail Van'Buren

Complete Liquid ation
At Auction

OF GARAGE EQUIPMENT BELONGING TO
DUBLIN AUTOS, INC., of MURRAY

IR

APPLES.
6 U3S- 39t

I

Tuesday,September 22 at 1:00 p.m.

POR COMM

aid
11
4
DroN

FARRIS GRAIN CO. BUILDING

DIAL

on Industrial Road in Murray

753433

PEOPLES BINI

1N.•-•11.( I ION of All Items allowed on Monday
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

•

4 65*
,
::
TUNA StLairg:tist 26
NK MEATSuper
,
a cans
LUNCH
2Jar9*
DILL PICKLES EK)aosilher

RAIN OR SHINE

All Items are Stored at, and Sale will be held at

et •

i

Cherry Pie
59<
k

Items To Be Sold Include

REVIVAL

SOUTHERN PECAN PIE
ea. 591
CARAMEL PECAN ROLLS _ pkg. 394

DEXO
COFFEE

58* .1
;..n.$129
3.0_0..

Save On Dog Food at A &P

Daily Dog Food
"12

YOU MUST SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!!

Pard or Red Newt

Locust Grove

41.1. s.41

6'LB. 89c

CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

DARRELL SHOEMAKER
Master Commissioner, Calloway County

•

97c

September 21-27
sigresiP
Eve EV.Nrp
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embereieweells•••••

YOU'Ll
SAVE

•

FOR

_
Sorvice. Working only on plumbing
repair. Offer fast dependable ser,
on general pltunbuig repair,
well pump installation and repair,
water heater trustallation and ccair. Phone 753-6590, Oonoord
llighway,
0-10-C

9c
I

8 lbs. $479
Whole QV,*

4-ROOM Vestment with bath. Located at 721 Poplar Street. Cali
S-22-C
402-38*2.

BRICK

H9OSE FOR RENT: Three
bedrooms and den on seoond floor,
//tree living, dining room, kitchen
and utility room on first floor. TWO
both,, and furnsice hese. $86 a month. Rent on one year lease. AvailDON'T LET faulty heater or fur- able now, Located at 1000 Sheirp
1 ace, (gas, electric or oils catch Est„ Murray, Kentucky. Contact R
3 ou unprepareci for waiter. For L.- Gass, 1616 S. W. 10th St.„ Ft.
tiny type heating or refrigeration Lauderdale, F. Phone JA 4-5041.
S-23-C
ice: Cull 753-6476 Burton Re-1
"'oration Service.
5-24-C '
2-BED1700M house near Carter
School, nice' house. Waldrop Real
YOUR CHURCH or group can raise Eetate 753-5646.
S-21-C
.41
WOO and more, easy and fast.
Have 10 inemberis eaCil sell only
DWELLING
ure' anfUnlialled.
'
"c
teteny 50c packages my loverly I
Tatie Nap- i-ted at 106 S. 13th. Phone 753cheery Christmas Carol
5804 afterS p, m.
S,26-C
kn. Keep $50 for your treasury, No
_
money needed Pree Samples. Antall
lutchen
ONE
with
room
PRIVATE
Wade, Dept. 151 AT 2, Lynchburg,
rrp privileges for college student. Phonic
•
TPC
753-3914,

Li

ANNOUNCING:

10-oz. CWrit

I

The new location of Kentucky Lake
Mobile Homes in Murray. NEW and USED MOBILE HOMES.
Low down-payment, on the lot financing with up to 7 years to
pay. Delivered and set up FREE. Paid up $10011.041 Llfe Insurance
policy for each customer.

pkg. 447

3E
19c

KENTUCKY LAKE MOBILE HOMES

DEALER FOR NEW MARLETTE MOBILE BIOMES
12th and Chestnut Street e -ext to Treinhoinis Drive-In)

-ca. cans

n ctn.

- I b. 8-oz.

I

tc
clans 65*
"'
12-0e. $1
Cans

It
ar

29*

111

_ea. 590
Pkg. 1.°

3 5829* I
Can •

10-oz. $1

-Jar

cP

97c

kart'
IntU

MAN to work in yard two days per
week at iith and Vine. Phone 753S-22-C
1434.

PIANOVIS

T146 TIME IM
601‘46 TO
AREAL
MAP...

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Aeli088

8-Part of
Jacket
7-Weird
8-Pronoun

1.FeetiIk•
LADY to do light housework and
keep small child, Tuesday's and
Thursday's. References, MU 7628-21-P
4797.
WILL DO ironing in my home.
10c per gannera. Phone 753-5060.
b-25-C
_
••STUDENTS PART TIME or full
time, age 17 to 25 that desire to
earn money. Need help distributing
Fuller Brush samples and taking
repeat orders from regular customers. Can make $1 80 an hour plus
bonus Wri1e Mr. Coleman, 606 W.
Central Ave. Mayfiekl, Ky. Phone
0-2-C
247-6038.'

WANTED TO RENT
FLTRNIAILD apartment for married couple, Both college studentsIn
Murray preferred, near college.
3-'25-P
Ph-me 753-5814.

Pa
T
sh
t:s
S
mrama
ri
he
is

1144n

sil island

iv
eneeei

17•iGble
tw
arn
•
Lak
tVie
19.Fart.
isiand.
whirlwindirind
20. Meadow
21 -Inheritor
22. Worthless

28.At what
time/
80-Army meal
31 -Blemish
1111. Missives
33.Arid
RI.Earlier
17.Aageot
N-Passageway

1

1 `2
74 :
4"
c?:rd•
36
3
lawn ar
m
T:.
gone
7 T
36
utonio
deity

411•1411k
mountain
47-Unit of
Portuguese

16-slembee
4t-Saint
labbr.1
48-Part of
"to bo.
41- Paid
notices

is.Lift

Lre
e Jive
219..P
1
tec
ure

3iLH

..vn
OLJA @)1,
WXT.11 U1S MA II
30144 OUR133.

Ii-Servant
17- Quarrel

26-Near
27. W is* man
28- Existed

PV1:

N7CD7

n•stroka

Td!:..T4

5

41.4
114anishy
article
1111- T hr.'.bee
sloth

7 v;," 11
Ve.

6

9 10 11

°;;:i''

Is.

by
Oenefit
Pigpen
41.Pronoun
42•Chlmney

carbon

,, T17
,

la

--I•

na

23

43. rtillusie.
high

.

••

26

44.00jUnCti011

45• Solar disk
M.Renames'.

WANTEU TO BUY
CAR tor undri 1e0 753-1843 Duane
S-23-P

W2DOUti

14.Man's
nickname

tetilireoisqn4
l
ovine
re imInc.o
24i

•

nir3 JfIla

gist's wire

ng
23 lCero
avnly

•

yiNm UVT UMUE
".1P1 tiOM .111147:Cl
raa-!Klauti

11-Molars
14.A state
(abbr.)
18-Prefix& net
21 -Pigs

15- Fights

Punt*

BOD9 Of! 1109i2
OEM MBA

9-Greek tette?
el-Aromas

12-0anab land

Answer b Vaneeesses

nc
eihI
Wdo
oble
lo
tnsr
48. v
50 Fur •bearing
mammal
52 Before
5354:
Journey
atdter
55- Greek tole

raworsngwril

0%14

i

48

*VI4.3
-iC^-I.n

,..`,.•..15
:::-•:-•
"•,..• 50
49

:X.:. 441
;::.'""
51

,..
Y l•
,.54

33

sloths
5•Steam it, p
(abbr.)

1

542
44

DOWN
I.Cushion
rwh rta..1
43 Rival
2

4

'be

37 31 11

Distr.

47

'Ier.se32
5
)
44

by Lnited Feature Syndicate. Inc.

by Don Sherwood

410

To PUT IN AU_
THE NOOKS AND CRANNIES

IM GOING

15 HUDSON SA,
/ A NOOK
Ct2 A CRANWF

011.

by Charles M. Scholz

DAN FLAGG

ONE 300-gallon Zero bulk tank,
new One set De Lal al milkers
with ootnpressor. three walk-in
stanchions, one holstein cow Phone
753-4697 or see Ctietts Hayes S-23-C

MAYBE THAT'S THE FIRST LESSON
101.1'VE GOT TO LEARN! RANK AND
SURVIVAL voter NECESSAR)_Y GO
TOGETHER!

LOOK,MA_TO12...I PONT WANT ANYMORE
TROUBLE WITH YOU!
WE HAVE ENOUGH
! PROBLEMS WTTHOUT
INDIVIDUAL
' SOREHEADS!

By John Clagett

-

al11411144

Cans

Wakinp Fteal Estate. Phone 753LATE MODEL bottled Ooca-Cialta
5646.
S-34-C
vending machine, Excelierst condition. May be seen at Fine Arts
JOHN DEERE Van Brunt eleven pudding, oath ye minims Phone
bob grain drill on rubber. Has fer- 762-4396 before 5 p m 753-2214
Ober and snail grain attachments. •-•‘• maws.
S-36-C
492-3826 after 6:00 p. m. s-24-c
-- CHROME TABLE with 6 chairs.
HENS. one aoren or more 50e eao6,. Boys sport coat. mze 4 and 5. Girls
if -less than one dozen Mc each. xat._15lise 2, Phone 753-5121. 5-23-C
Do-ens Poultry Farm Route 5, New
JOHN DEERE. 227 two-row oorn
Concord Road Call 753-5147 8-21-C
picker. Excellent condition. Call
436-3613 or we Joe Coleman. S-23-C

e

WANTED

NEW 3-BEDROOM brick house lo60 MODEL Triumph motorcycle, in, cated on nice lot in Plainview Acres. CIILS'ILAN WOMAN needed. Full
good shape. L. D. Cook. Phone 753- This house hen a nice faintly room, or part tone- e.fennie security. ExSt.relay School. nomstry
5348 or 753-6233.
8-34-P electric heat, storm windows and preic
' helpful Earn $100 weekly and up.
Call
doors.
for
753-3903
appointWHITE TOY male poodle, 3 months
Jain Rodin
8-22-C No competition. Write
old. Call 753-1436 after 6:00 p. m. ment
Co.. 22 West Madison St., Chicago
15-31-P COMBINATION feed and play table 2,211
1713
_
MODERN 2-bedroom house on a for baby. Twin wash tubs on stand.
PEANUTS®
S-26-P
nice lot at Stella. Priced to sell. can 753-5016.

.-nEBEL SIIIP

4
1-as. can 1.

59,
89,

AUCI JUN
Saierdity, September
06, 10
in at the Nance sisters'
home in New Concord, Kentucky,
Tate Ky, Highway 121 South from
Murray. Kentucky, Glass: Genuine old cut glass; Carnival. Satin.
aft, pattern glass: Vases, compotes,
pitsdhers, butter dishes, bowls. ceite
elands. :war and cream sets, etc.
011inie Belleek. prtiosia, havilland,
linhaei, epode, doutton, hand
painted. Pitchers, hang u IIT Oates,
VENEER three-bedroom 2-TON
BRICK
air-conditioner. $300.00; otiosxlate
sets, bowls, cups end sewwore. newly decorated, eleatric I washer and dryer $50.00: 2-burner car's,
of diunerware. trays, canMat- 104 N. 17th. See by appoint- kerosene cook stove and heater,
dlesticks and many oehee sets and
merit Cell after 4 p. m. 753-3042. $35.00. 753-2640.
8-21-C
pieces. Furniture: Antique and
S-25-P
KITCHEN SINK, shower stall, co- modern. Blanket cheat, rocker, bedroom suttee washstand, chatrs,
'node, lavatorY, 30-gallon hot water
FOR SALE
heater, all for $100.00. Room her, tables. electric stove and refrigerator
your cabin. Megelkineuus:
8-21-C for
935.00. 753-0649. .
1963 CUSHMAN Silver Eagle motor
Chutes, bowl and pitcher, lamps,
s000tor, with accessories. Excellent kitchen. Ideal for college Andante, bopties cookware. lecture frames.
condition, used three months. Phone Call 753-3014,
TFC Irolle. silver. Too many things to
753-5343.
8-72-P
ittanize. San/niches. Coffee, cold
2 BEDROOM unfurniebed dwelling
OISEID ELWIRSC Retrigerator and at 807 Cokhvater Road. Electric drinks on ground,,. Auctioneer: Jahn
1TP
l'aepan deluxe pas range, OM 753- heat near grocery at Five Pointe. B. Etyton,
3767.
8-22-C Available Oct 1st. Adobes desired
PIELP WAN7ED
BY OWNER: New 3-bedroom brick. with no pees. See or call Gus
Lainiiat 805 Coldwater Road
Richland Subdivision s Paratiy room, 7
9-21-P WAN I E23---Man for nearby Rawbaths utility arid garage 753- 753-1798.
kisch busuiess in S &sE Calloway
1803 alter 4 p, m.
8-22-C ' USED, BARGAINS: 10 a 55 De- Outwit:. or Murray Pemanere If
RIDING and work mare, also aid- :roger, $276000 Many other se- you are a hostler. Good plotil.s. For
die, bridle, and work gear. Very lections. Neal Starks Trade' Sales,
nirtieulars. write Rewleigh, Dept.
gentle, child broken. Gall 489-3677 Alma, Kentucky. Phone 753-6734. KY 1 1090, Freeport, Ili,
1TP
S-25-C
after 3.00 p. in.
8-7.2-P

The captain Was uneonquerable in romance OP war.
-
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on her head: now
ed and his hand moved weakly. kerchief
CHAPTER 30
the heat she tea hod back a
it in his,
took
Ras
had
building
high
long,
T•11E
her
"I- Was afraid-I might-not. hand and swept it from
I once been a warehouse. On
head. Bright red -gold hair gemagain. Where - 7"
see
stretched
that
floors
its time
and Has
Ras tumid aid- beckoned to t soared in the dimness,
for most of a block on Broad
had been
parents. They came, slowly I knew that his footsteps
Street, thousands of wounded his
had wandered
at first then faster with Merry I directed, that he
lay.
that the
in the lead: she brushed not without cause,
Many of them dated from Huger
something that had guided him
gasplow,
one
gave
Ras,
past
Chioicellorsville, fought a month
present.
and was on her knees was real and
earlier: the newer ones were ing cry
Hardly knowing what be did,
against
face
her
bed,
the
by
from • score of sktrrnlahee and
he moved slowly forward, resobbing very quietly.
fights, not dignified with the Ed's,
the straining hope, restraining
on
stood
Huger
likhvard
deadly
name of battle, but
stood just
side looking down at his eagerness, until he
enough for those struck down, other
moving on behind her. She was washing the
tears
slow
the
son,
Eel,
Little
Edward Huger, called
of a gaunt
tanned face. Then be knelt, chest, throat and face
to distinguish him from Ms his
to the foot of man on a cot.
moved
Ran
and
one
in
wounded
father, had been
She finished her task, said
the bed, feeling his own eyes
of these,
low voice, and
running over. He could not hear something in •
at
convalescent
long-legged
• A
then did
mother was murmur- stood up wearily. Only
his
what
Hugthe
greeted
door
the main
she seem to become aware of
ers, and looked on a long, much- Mg.
her. She turned
Sam was standing by Ras, someone behind
erased list kept in pencil on the
great wide
hampers, and he slowly, showing then
anund.h-b(larded wall. After holding both
violet eyes, slim, dark
open
Has
cheeks.
his
on
tears
some study he directed them to too had
face that had
at Ed. The greyish brows, a white
on
the second floor, ward seven- looked hard
he was thinned. Thom eyes fastened
and
fled,
had
pallor
teen Edward and Merry Huger
Ras with shock and disbelief.
nearly
been
had
It
smiling.
climbed the stens side by side.
Has knew then why Elaine's
since he had been
supporting each other. Ras and twelve days
the rejection of him, her leaving.
survived
had
He
wounded.
hamSam. loaded down with
been like something happenfield itself, the tying through had
pers, followed them.
in Et ling to someone else. He OCO not
operation
the
night,
a
half
inside
contracting
the love Elaine He loved Sally
• •Itas was The
letter from the field dressing station, and
with dread.
Mountain.
here.
journey
had
Virginia
in
tip
little station
"Sally," Ras said huskily.
reeling that
sure
a
had
Ras
was
Huger
Major
only said that
Sally."
later Merry Huger "My love,
or
sooner
now
was
and
wounded
seriouely
She was silent. She looked at
beC.- evacuated to the main would load her convalescent son him. She had borne too much,
, in the back of the carriage, as
hospital in Richmond.
to be overcome.
and take him seen too much,
The upper floor was lined as she had planned
"Hello- Ras,- she whispered.
far as the eye could nee with , home
"Sally!" he said again. He
Merry spd Edward Huger
row on row of cots and beds.
choked. He kept his arms at his
and
bed,
the
The lingers stood /need. Has were flanking
"I love you, Sal. 1 know
in their attitudes told sides.
saw some patients up and something
now." Then, ashamed to say it,
for
so
stay
would
they
that
Rao
on rough crutches; at
it, not wanting
by longing afraid to say
• around
tendante moved here and there, • long time. Driven
these men about him to hearwhat
net
to
curiosity
a
and
and many blackgarbed women
who had left behind
like who had these men
lives, some,
stood or sat by the beds. RAM thew men were
so them a part of their
war
the
of
brunt
the
borne
and
by
could not,
saw an attendant close
walked their entire lives-he
Ras
valiantly,
and
long
to
directions
conscience and
went to him for
endless room with a clear
the
down
siewly
his
led
He
Ward Seventeen.
walkout guilt, let them know
He looked over this vast sea
his own life was
mother there, then left her bethese bodies and see that
wreckage,
human
of
he
while
father
his
"My sweetheart,
hind with
beginning.
Nat
men.
broken by other
moved unwillingly to the desig- torn and
Sally, I love you! Will you marThe war groaned around him,
nated cot.
:"
shorn of glamor and battle cry, TY inc.
He saw the tears in her eyes.
Deep sunken eyes, greyieh
the putrid belching. of
with
by
covered
saw the thin hands move up and
pallor, bloodless lips
politicians always behind it.
fall hack, saw the quivering lips.
the silken mustache he had repolitiBut then . then . .
"Yes," she said, so low that he
ilmbered, the mouth tightly
had
here
or no, these men
hardly could hear her.
r- Wiled with a look to it of con- chine
own
their
on
"Oh, Sally! You will? You
stant pain. Little PM wit.', very been wounded
had been fighting truly will?"
thin, and his face looked as old ground. They
could
Nothing
an invader.
"Yea." she said again.
and worn as his father n.
a treat change that. Has had always
"Ole Sally, how I love you."
Ras's heart gave
A
rebel.
a
as
himself
of
thought
sadhe said. Then he stood entranced.
thump of compassion and
caused by years frozen with good fortune while
oubt
d
no
fact
newt, and he felt 'he old love
that informed happiness and relief, and the
up in of naval training
for his brother welling
him that the authority of the igreatest pleasure and joy he
eyes moved down the
him.
United States Governmen• was
known, surged through
then he started. The flimsy aboollite. He had been a rebel. had ever
• bed;
him. She loved him and she
blanket was unable te conceal but now that changed.
would marry him. He stood, still
that Little Ed's right leg ended
This was a war of invasion. frozen, looking at her.
at the knee.
"Well, for heaven s sake," mid
These men had known that, and
The morn whirled around Mu..
Ras Huger, the gaunt yin she had washse
the endless rows of beds, of they had (might. He,
as a rebel. Well. "Your etekj damned fool, go
visi- had fought
wounded of attendants, of
womeer rebel no more. He was at war, ahead and kias her!"
tors, women in blaek,
And Erasmus Huger, not he.
soldier not rebel. He was• man
mourning, women In sadnees be- defending his own cootry, as• Seeing yet his greet good forfore the shattered remnants of man had to do when ihe poilti- tune. hie happiness, and h12
men dear to them. He looked clans finished their talking.
total love returned, did so.
back at Ed's face. and the eye,'
And found it true.
was
dress
Mee
a
in
girl
A
,
were open. geeing lit hem.
TILE -END
a blue
wore
She
ahead
clews
returnee.itastue" Ed
•ThpyrIght (7) 1984 by John Masse.
v
91,1-rdilh
ett
ftereThled by arianeement with
Distributed ey Lag Pastures Syndicate
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ELECTRIC RANGE very clean,
good conditions Twin size matereas,
S-36-C
Phone 753-66112

LOS1 & FOUND
LOOT: Light brown female Cluhunbus. Pour months old, named
Men Has a limp in right hind leg.
16.00 reward Call 762-3376. S-22-C
NASC

BUT YOU'D BETTER GO
HOME AND STAY IN BED
WITH THOSE MUMPS

E_:,'C_)•
TRUANT
OFFICER

BlEASTIES" AH IS TRNiiN' TO
1T IS N/0 17
EXCAPE FUM,DEAR!!
TR`/1/.1' TO
EXCAPE
)
FUM-Soe-

tii•••

Ar

Ln. ABNER.440
FPIEND"ARE ABOUT 70 MEET-

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

4

•

• 44'4 'V

ABBIE

by Raeburn Van Boren

AN' SLATS

N.(Folk NEre,..)) THRIPPS FILLFESTERT
FONDEST DREAM -SETTING THE TORCH
TO CRABTREE CORNERS -IS ABOUT
TO GO UF IN A VViST) OF SMOKE!!

IT'S NO USE, MR.FILLFESTER!
EVERY TIME WE GET A BLAZE
GOING, IT STARTS POURING
EVEN HAMNER!!

IT'S ALL BECAUSE OF
LORELEI AND HER (SOB)
TALENT!!,

WELL, CHARLIE DOBBS I LIVED UP TO MY PAPT
OF THE BARGAIN. NOW

I WANT PAYMENT!
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•
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PAM! Slit
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India Gets
Diesel maw

---Rule Tellemem her
In Buying Furniture

--

MONDAY — SEPTEMBER 21, 1984

Housewives Under 40
ITyPIA*1
ellittelyi'ISOYers1
,

,Women Prove
Versatile
As Grads

CHICAGO TIPS
The
candy buyer is usually a
146
wig
fe
e
under 40 who is influence by her
child to select a particular_ brand
name in a plastic bag at d* close
est store to her house, according
vpeejeau
airvdcey
to one
e nationalteyev
survey, ma
Tfog
Viscose. indicated LA dandy W4414
purchased by 76 per eant Of 1016
women answering the citiestioners.
Seventy-seven per cent said someone in the family bought candy,
but only 70 per cent of 108 male
respondente said they had made
any family candy purchases.
The majority of families who did
not buy candy said they refrained
from indulging because they simply
did not care for it The next major
reason was that candy was too fattening Many old people felt they
were "too old for candy" or said
randy was Tor Ills." Other reasons related to health

VARANASI, India ear — A mark
ed contrast between ancient belie
and ' technological progress is apIfcELnitAY
By ataR GER
Zlealligli of quality. as it once really loose, not attic/fed at the parent here in Va.ranasi. ancient
United Press Igtentallonal
use much fine wood fur- odes and that reversible citettions Hindu holy center and oldest city
CHICAGO ret — Wood funuture niture is produced, at least partly.' are not covered with Mang fabric in India.
The sanctity of the city -- known
on the under side,. Thee* two factshould be bought woh three values by precision machine work
in mind -- design. construrtion end
Good construction, unlike design, ors may double the life. Of Your during the British rule as Banana
-- derives from its location on the
finish
follows very definite rules Examine uphoLe t try
Ganges, believed by Hindus to be
In -The •Contiplete Book of In- the corners nrst because that is
a sacred river The city 141545 is beterior Decorating," by Isabelle Ste- where the moot stress °trues Qual•
lieved to be the second abode on
venson and Mary Dentoix iliaw- ity furniture win be joined by one
earth of the Hindu god Shiva,
thorne Books, Inc the authors re- of four methods:
Every day, hundreds of Hindu`
ommened these points to select
- Mortise and tenon. A slot
flock here to bathe in the river u
eood furniture
(mortise, IS carved h one of the
CARRONDALE...m. CPC — Sitting purify their souls and pray to the
.D4 Slial is largely a 'mortar of pieehi to be joined and a tenon
taste " but remember the general .Peg on the other pie:a is insert- ,and thinking may be exit -went*. sun as it rises *crow the Ganges
However. also in Varanasi one o
but it 'can't match gardening or
ponciphs of grace suitabiloy and ed into the slot
1 the world's moat modern Industrie 1
comfort.
—Dowel: Instead of a square ten- swimming, dancing or even iron-.
Hand conetructioo no
O. a eyhrldrica/ Owet 'attached lo ing for burning up unwanted cil- t facilities, India's Diesel Locomotive
!Works is rising.
I
one piece is inserted into the Joint Cgies
An American company. Alco Proof the adjoining piece
Frank ?tonight. ewer-tat/I titofes.
ducts, Inc.
the key behind this
'—Tongue and groute:- Similar to sor et toed and nutrition
Southconiplex which, when , Most respondents mid heitsewhes
mortise and tenon cor.oro tion but ern TItinas tainverrate hate preoar- industrial
complete in 1965, will be the largest did most of the candy purchasing,
Pang anye,a/ abe tip of the faint toir i ed a toile of ''fenersry hast 7 of earmanufacturing tiara fur dame- but 24 per cent said their children
insertion into the adjoining section. itaas 'entities. It ranted from 4 10
Tranaular-shaped of ane cilorie when lying st ewe electric-I outside the United States. shd the borate:44 Mail, at 70 Per
—Dove-tail:
/t is the largest Indian government cent of the parents interviewed said
pieces are cut from one piece and in 10 calories' while swimming or
these
venture in which 41 U.S firm as Sit least some portion of their pui fitted to the triangles left in place Tootling cross country.
-theses were made at their child.
,
One onill cola,drinit 410e ealones), collaborated.
cit the second piece
-ten's request
An additional, quality mark of will cost 35 minutes of walking. 11
In Varanasi, g short trip by ear
wen-roinstructed furniture is the 1 minutes of wrimatins and 2 650 . takes you from one world to an- i In 45 1 per cent of the families
CAR
corner block, used for-extra rein- ; minutes of just thinking, he said other In the first, along the river, ihich bought candy, parents were
forcement It should be screwed In- I To burn up the energy in an Hindu pilgrims Mahe. meditate and finder 40 years old Of the nonSEWING MA('HINT.
to the wood. nee nailed, since nal* ice cream soda .255 calories) will cremate their dead on the ghats eandy buying families interviewed.
are not used rears-here in aell- i require 255 minutes of playing cards. ,sielso that lead into the water In II6 8 contained adults over 40 years
CHAIR
1st a calorie ner minute. or 64 NUR- the other, Alco engineers and tech- rid
constructed furruture
,
If the furniture has hardware, le utes of golfing. or 26 minutes of nicians provide superviaion Mt the
.
BOAT
should be in scale with the piece 1. trot Ong
Indians create an entire city to help .1 Most of the persons questioned did
and in harmony with the desan. ; A piece of rake with flrfee icing provide motive power for the lour- pie bulk of their candy purchasing
at supermarkNo or other places or
The best grades of furniture, have renresents 720 ralories and it wou'd geosing Indian railroads.
RUGS
r0I1VerlIefliere
a finish entirely done by hand. It take 80 minutes of gardening or 32
should show the grain of the toad Minutes of riding a bleach; to abRADIO
Brand loyally was important to
clearly, even when it has been stain,i sorb it. IConishi said
.
58 per cent of the families Ma or
glare
,
it
should
not
het
one
ed.
and
martini
totals
)40 calDINETTE SUITE
,ireitians. for buying by brand were
Check whether forniture pieces ones, but it can' be eliminated from
Hike the taste '"good chocolate,"
are level with the floor If a large your weight system by 'washing
BEDROOM SUITE
."like the type." -children like It,"
chest of drawers seemed all roan Winders for 70 minutes, ironing for
(Continued Front Page Onel
"candy
fres11.7 and more varCLOTHING
In the shop but is not even en 40a, minutes. or 350 minutes (aliety " •
dethe fluor. there probably is a
most 6 hours of lying down '
that off well just have one more
PICTURES'
fect in the floor Level the fnrmXonishia "energy cost" chart Little pile
, Approtfmately 45 per ceni of the
ture with a small sedge beca•se shows the following calorie absorpteuyers said they bought candy for
GARDEN TOOLS
*Pint - it on the uneven surface ion per minute- Lying at ease, 0.1: Thai was a good job on the culvert sum* energy. 14 8 per cent to
often 'causes it to setae and throw . sitting 05, standing. 0$: playing bfeween Fourth and Fifth, just
LAWN MOWER
rb" their appetites. 11,7 per cent
the drawers out of line
•cards. 1: playing the piano, IS: below the clinic
they "crave or aired" It.
ANTIQUES
The quality of upholstered fur- ' driving a car, lit emote* 'winI 1.4 beeline ,* tastes goad,' 11 -per
niture is harder to judge since • dow s. 20 deeming. 25: walking at Murray H*h will participate in the lent beessise 'bowie sugar is neeesCAMERA
large part of the wood framework is 32 miles per hour. 3' Ironing, 3 I: band contest at Princeton Satur- I lary" 94 because it was "good if
hidden and the cushioning is cow- playing drums, 3 1: golfing. 4; gar- day
tontrolled." and 69 per cent beTV
ered by- fabrics
den ing. weeding, 4: dancing foxtrot:
pause it was "nutritious and healthThe reliability of :he retailer * 42 rhtunba. 6 tennis. 6 I. swim- Latilang over the Blue Spruce Sat- ful"
HOUSE
a good cue to the 'quality of up-'rn.ng 10 and running. cross coun- urday afternoon to see if any bag
The survey revealed candy e. senaCOW
holstered furniture he sells. But fact try 10
worms or anything 4.1,
4. %145 on a ea
with dinner by *A ger sea* of 1,
labels tell the material used in the
and i3W a big Praying Mantas Be
frame. cushioning and cover.
must have just shucked Isis skin the families 24 1 ler cerg have •
tandy with lunch, atitgola per cent l'i
The best wood:for the frame is
ateraixe ne was green as grass
thought candy was limplatirtant Jo
t.reh, white ash rock metae or
1
1i
1I
hickory Springs should be clotted
t• ally as they get Nil grown. they entertaining
finely tempered metal with closed Federal State Market News Service, nevi larrninseh and appear aeries
d 1e is sell them
encb, set close together anti bed Monekiv Sept 21 Xenturtv Pur- Mae ?Ike a stick They eat insects
for vo, with a claeaified
• h heavy French webbing.
chase-Area Hog Market Report In- and each other hte hamburgercluding 5 Buying Static:ea
Long-stapied curled horsehair.
Eatamtand Romps 450 Head Bar- Watch ime eat under a ritognif5-•ng
,oially covered by a layer of cotglass snmetimes and you can aa,
rows and Cetus Steady
left, is the best material for
him lict his chops
V
S
1
2
and
3
180-240
Its
$1625,
' ang te vier the 9pnr•cs
—
—
Pew V S 1 160-2a3 the $16 50-16 75.
Patine covering is an expensive t' S 2 and 3 Z45-210 he $15 00- We wish that Murray High would
of the entire uphoistel7 jots le nO V S 1 2 and 3 160-175 Was place yard markers on the field
'neck seams designonatching iii $14 75-1600- U S 2 arid 7 revs They hang on the fence now but
• oat and general teatime
400-600 its $11 50-13 AO U S 1 with people hanging on the fence
too you can't see them.
Make sure hose cartions are and 2 250-400 lte $12 50-14 75

Expert Tabulates
Energy Cost Liit

ASK QUESTIONS

items you
would like to sell?

NEW YORK 1159 — Shopping ler
a home? This United States Savings at Loan League check list for
loan officers can serve you, too. AU
these questions about each house
you are interested In to see how it
•
measures up to good de/ten:
—Are major living areas oriented
to the south? If not, is there tin
overriding consideration such as
view or terrain"
—Ts the west elevation protected
from lots oat angles?
—Are outdeor areas well related
to the indoor plan? Is the kitchen
handy to outdoor living areas?
—Is the kitchen layout functional?
Does the kitchen control guest and
family entrances Does it supervise
children's ploy areas?
—Can you move from garage or
carport directly into the kitchen or
work sone Is the route from car
to refrigerator less than 30 feet?
—Can the- washer-dryer area be
reached from the kitchen withodt.
changing floor level? Is it within
20 last?
—Can you move from kitchen to
children's rooms without passing
through other norms' Is the route
less than 20 feet?
—Are children's rooms separated
.1 from the liveng zone by change of
t floor level, other rooms or sound

p

l

LAMPS

I

SEEN AND HEARD...,

tic

1
•I

1

Call 753-1916

SPACE BACK PACK—It's a full scale mockup of the space
hack pack LIng-Terneo-Vought is developing for the USAF
/systems Command for Gemini experiment. The put k, with
an Earth weight of 160 pounds, contains hydrogen peroxide
propulsion and automatic stabilization systems, nitrogen
pressure vessel. oxygen supply, temperature and pressure
regulating systems power and signal batteries, velving
systems. and twoa voiy communications system inchohno„
voice and teareetry This back pack plus a smaller chest
peck being developed by NASA form a Modular Maneuvering I 'ail designed to convert an astronaut into a one man
spate vehicle for ',reforming numerous tasks indi•is•nitent
of his space vehicle.

We get dizzy at every game count- I
me back from the 50 yard line

CITY ORDINANCE

Marineland

ORDINANCE NUMBER 416 BEING AN ORDTNANCZ DECLARING
THE MEM NECEESSITY. DEEIRABILITY, ANO INTENTION OF
THE CITY OF MUMMY, KENCERTAIN
TUCKY, TO ANNEX
CONTIGUOUS TERRITORY TO
THE MTV: OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY; AND ACX•UKATELY DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES OF
THE TERRITORY WHICH CITY
OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY. PROPOislai TO AN1VE3C,
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COMMON 00UNCTL OP THE CrTY
'MURRAY. KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS
SECTION I. That it Ls needful,
necessary. and desirable that the
following described lands lying adjacent and contiguous to the present boundary antes of the City
of Murray. Kentucky, be annexed
to said City of Murray. Kentucky,
*id become a part thereof, to-wit:
Beginning at the northeast corner of the present City Lemite thence
sad with the north Quarter section
one of aw. Southeaat QUarler of
8PO4.4041 22. Township 2, Range 4
Eliot and the north quarter section
WIe of the auuthweet Quarter of Section 23, Townehip 2, Flame 4 East to
the west right-of-way of the L At N
Ftadruad. thence south with the
evict right-of-way of the L & N
Railroad to the present 014 Innen,
thence
at and north with the present City Limon to beginning point
SECTION II, That it is the In •
of City of Murray. Kentucky', to annex to Caty of Murray.
Kentucky no as to become a part
thereof, the territory dencrebed In
SECTION I hereof.
PASSED ON THE FIRST READING ON THE nth DAY OF AUGUST, 1964
PASSED ON
THE SECOND
READING ON THE 10th DAY OP
REPTEMBER, 1964
Holmes Ellis, Mayor, City of Murray, Kentucky
ATTEST
thatifo,
Andrif
City Clark

THE riOnDS fieST OchaNARILJee WAS
OPENED 111 MILES SOUTH Of Si AUGUSTINE,
FiOSIDA IN 193$ v,s1Toes ENJOY THE
• LFAPING PORPOISES AND OTHER MARINE
LIFE IN NATURAL
SETTINGS'
AS4AT5 •IATUDAL
...4.4P14•Ca
Of'
74.4:
:a104
••: cal?

. —Can children enter the house
'from play areas through the work
sone or some entry provided lot
muddy shoes, coat hanging. etc.?
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Do You Need Extra

Spending Money?
The Ledger & Times needs responsible boys, 12 years or older, for
choice paper routes in Murray.

or

Food for thought: A
savings account with
us improves your
financial health.

CkvMu Club
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HEY BOYS!!

The Ledger
& Times
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NEW YORK fa -- Women write
an kinds of books - - on &objets
ranging from atomic power -to
Zuni tribal customs.
A survey of Library of Congress
listings for Barnard College graduates shows that nearly 2,000 books
have been written by 640 Barnard
authors in the last 75 years. The
college mile the survey in eonnez•tion with observance of its 75th
anniversary
Subjects included treaties on industrial problems, guidebooks to almost everywhere, "how to" publications in a myriad of fields, a.s
well as the expected novels and
juveniles.
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MAIN OFFICE
Fourth & Main

Bank of Murray
'The Fri.-n(11y Bank"

Apply in person. No phone calls
please, except to make appointments.
'

THE DAILY

LEDGER & TIMES
104 North 4th Street

Murra , KentUck
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